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VOLTAS VOLTAS  FORKLITS FORKLITS

USER INFORMATIONUSER INFORMATION

To verify this manual is correct To verify this manual is correct for this truck compare the for this truck compare the model with the nameplate on the truckmodel with the nameplate on the truck

.Refer to table of .Refer to table of contents for nameplate location and information. If the model in tcontents for nameplate location and information. If the model in this manual doeshis manual does

not agree with the information on the nameplate contact your nearest KION Officenot agree with the information on the nameplate contact your nearest KION Office..

SPECIAL NOTESPECIAL NOTE

This operator manual contains complete and accurate This operator manual contains complete and accurate information available at the time of publicationinformation available at the time of publication

for the components and systems listed .KION reserves the right to make changes to its product at anyfor the components and systems listed .KION reserves the right to make changes to its product at any

time and the possibility exists that latter changes are not covetime and the possibility exists that latter changes are not covered in this operator manual, please youred in this operator manual, please you

should contact local KION dealer office for additional informationshould contact local KION dealer office for additional information..
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ForewordForeword  

Literature InformationLiterature Information

This manual should be stored in This manual should be stored in thethe operator’s compartmeoperator’s compartment in nt in the literature holder or the literature holder or seat backseat back
literature storage area. This literature storage area. This manual contains safety, operation, transportation, lubrication andmanual contains safety, operation, transportation, lubrication and
maintenance information.maintenance information.

Some photographs or illustrations in this Some photographs or illustrations in this publication show details or attachments that can publication show details or attachments that can bebe
different from your forklift truck. different from your forklift truck. Guards and covers might have been removed for Guards and covers might have been removed for illustrativeillustrative
purposes. Continuing improvemenpurposes. Continuing improvement and t and advancement of product design might have advancement of product design might have caused changescaused changes
to your forklift truck to your forklift truck which are not included in this publication. Read, study and which are not included in this publication. Read, study and keep this manualkeep this manual
with the forklift truck.with the forklift truck.

Whenever a question arises regarding your lift truck, Whenever a question arises regarding your lift truck, or this publication, please consult youror this publication, please consult your
VOLTAS forklift dealer for the VOLTAS forklift dealer for the latest available information.latest available information.

SafetySafety

The Safety Section lists basic safety precautions. In addition, this section identifies the text andThe Safety Section lists basic safety precautions. In addition, this section identifies the text and
locations of warning signs and labels used on locations of warning signs and labels used on the lift truck. Read and the lift truck. Read and understand the basicunderstand the basic
precautions listed in the Safety precautions listed in the Safety Section before operating or performing lubrication, maintenanceSection before operating or performing lubrication, maintenance

and repair on this forklift truck.and repair on this forklift truck.

OperationOperation

The Operation Section is a rThe Operation Section is a reference for the new operator and a eference for the new operator and a refresher for the experienced one.refresher for the experienced one.
This section includes a This section includes a discussion of gauges, switches, forklift discussion of gauges, switches, forklift truck controls, attachment controls,truck controls, attachment controls,

transportatiotransportation and n and towing information.towing information.

Photographs and illustrations guide the operator through correct procedures of Photographs and illustrations guide the operator through correct procedures of checking, starting,checking, starting,

operating and stopping the forklift truck. Operating techniques outlined in this publication are basic.operating and stopping the forklift truck. Operating techniques outlined in this publication are basic.
Skill and techniques develop as the operator gains knowledge of the lift Skill and techniques develop as the operator gains knowledge of the lift truck and its capabilities.truck and its capabilities.

MaintenanceMaintenance

The Maintenance Section is a guide to The Maintenance Section is a guide to equipmenequipment care. The t care. The illustrated, step - by illustrated, step - by - step instructions- step instructions
are grouped by servicing intervals. Items without specific intervals are listedare grouped by servicing intervals. Items without specific intervals are listed under “When required”under “When required”
topics.topics.

Items inItems in the “Maintenance Intervals” chartthe “Maintenance Intervals” chart  are referenced to detailed instructions that follow.are referenced to detailed instructions that follow.

Maintenance IntervalsMaintenance Intervals

Use the service hour meter to Use the service hour meter to determine servicing intervals. Calendadetermine servicing intervals. Calendar intervals shown (daily,r intervals shown (daily,
weekly, monthly, etc.) can be used weekly, monthly, etc.) can be used instead of service hour meter intervals if they instead of service hour meter intervals if they provide moreprovide more
convenient servicing schedules and approximate the indicated service convenient servicing schedules and approximate the indicated service hour meter reading.hour meter reading.

Recommended service should always be performed at the interval that occurs first.Recommended service should always be performed at the interval that occurs first.
Under extremely severe, dusty or wet operating conditions, more frequent lubrication than isUnder extremely severe, dusty or wet operating conditions, more frequent lubrication than is
specified in the specified in the “Mainten“Maintenance Intervals” chart might bance Intervals” chart might be necessary.e necessary.
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Perform service on items at multiples of Perform service on items at multiples of the original requirement. For example, at “Every 500the original requirement. For example, at “Every 500

Service Hours or 3 Service Hours or 3 Months”, also service those items listed under “Every 250 Service Hours orMonths”, also service those items listed under “Every 250 Service Hours or
Monthly” and “Every 10 Service Hours Monthly” and “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily”.or Daily”.  
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EXPLANATION OF MODELEXPLANATION OF MODEL

E E V V X X 30 30 HVTHVT
Electric Electric Manufacturer Manufacturer Type Type Capacity Capacity MastMast

Fuel Fuel : : E E ElectricElectric

Manufacturer Manufacturer : : V V VoltasVoltas

Type Type : : X X New New SeriesSeries

Capacity Capacity : : 15 15 1500Kg 1500Kg At At 500mm 500mm Load Load CenterCenter
20 20 2000Kg 2000Kg At At 500mm 500mm Load Load CenterCenter
25 25 2500Kg 2500Kg At At 500mm 500mm Load Load CenterCenter

30 30 3000Kg 3000Kg At At 500mm 500mm Load Load CenterCenter

Mast Mast : : HVM HVM High High Visibility Visibility zero zero free free lift lift MastMast
HVD HVD Duplex Mast Duplex Mast with free with free liftlift
HVT HVT Three Three stage mstage mast with ast with free free liftlift
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Important Safety InformationImportant Safety Information

Most accidents involving product operation, maintenance and repair are caused byMost accidents involving product operation, maintenance and repair are caused by
failure to observe basic saffailure to observe basic safety rules or precautions. An accident can ety rules or precautions. An accident can often be avoidedoften be avoided
by recognizing potentially hazardous situations before an accident occurs. A personby recognizing potentially hazardous situations before an accident occurs. A person
must be alert to potential hazards. This person should also have the necessarymust be alert to potential hazards. This person should also have the necessary
training, skills and tools to perform these functions properly.training, skills and tools to perform these functions properly.

Improper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this product can beImproper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this product can be
dangerous and could result in injury or ddangerous and could result in injury or death.eath.

Do not operate or perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product,Do not operate or perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product,

until you have read and understood the until you have read and understood the operation, lubrication, maintenance andoperation, lubrication, maintenance and
repair information.repair information.

Safety precautions and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. IfSafety precautions and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. If

these hazard warnings are not heeded, bodily injury or death could occur to you orthese hazard warnings are not heeded, bodily injury or death could occur to you or
other persons.other persons.

The hazards are identified by the “Safety Alert Symbol” and followed by a “SignalThe hazards are identified by the “Safety Alert Symbol” and followed by a “Signal
Word” such as “WARNING” Word” such as “WARNING”  as shown below. as shown below.  

The meaning of this safety alert symbol is as follows:The meaning of this safety alert symbol is as follows:

Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is involved.involved.

The message that appears under the warning, explaining the hazard, can be eitherThe message that appears under the warning, explaining the hazard, can be either

written or written or pictorially presented.pictorially presented.

Operations that may cause product damage are identified by NOTICE labels on theOperations that may cause product damage are identified by NOTICE labels on the
product and in this publication.product and in this publication.

VOLTAS cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a VOLTAS cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potentialpotential

hazard. The warnings in this publication and on the product are therefore not allhazard. The warnings in this publication and on the product are therefore not all
inclusive. If a tool, procedure, work method or operating technique not specificallyinclusive. If a tool, procedure, work method or operating technique not specifically

recommended by VOLTAS is used, you must satisfy yourself that it is recommended by VOLTAS is used, you must satisfy yourself that it is safe for you andsafe for you and
others. You should also ensure that the product will not others. You should also ensure that the product will not be damaged or made be damaged or made unsafeunsafe
by the by the operation, lubricatiooperation, lubrication, maintenance or repair n, maintenance or repair procedures you choose.procedures you choose.

The information, specifications, and illustration in this publication are on the The information, specifications, and illustration in this publication are on the basis ofbasis of
information available at the time information available at the time it was written. The it was written. The specificatiospecifications, torques, pressures,ns, torques, pressures,

measurementsmeasurements, adjustments, illustrations, and other items is , adjustments, illustrations, and other items is liable for liable for change at anychange at any
given time. These changes can affect the service given to the product. Obtain thegiven time. These changes can affect the service given to the product. Obtain the
complete and most current information before starting any complete and most current information before starting any job. KIPL dealers have job. KIPL dealers have thethe

most current information available.most current information available.
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Warning Signs and LabelsWarning Signs and Labels

There are several specific safety signs on your There are several specific safety signs on your forklift truck. Their exact location andforklift truck. Their exact location and
description of the hazard are reviewed in this section. Please take the time todescription of the hazard are reviewed in this section. Please take the time to
familiarize yourself with these safety signs.familiarize yourself with these safety signs.

Make sure that you can read all warning and instruction labels. Clean or replace theseMake sure that you can read all warning and instruction labels. Clean or replace these

labels if you cannot read the labels if you cannot read the words or see the pictures. When cleaning the labels usewords or see the pictures. When cleaning the labels use
a cloth, water and soap. a cloth, water and soap. Don’t use solvent, fuelDon’t use solvent, fuel, etc., etc.

You must replace a label if it You must replace a label if it is damaged, missing or cannot be read. If a label is on ais damaged, missing or cannot be read. If a label is on a

part that is replaced, make sure a part that is replaced, make sure a new label is installed on the replaced part. Contactnew label is installed on the replaced part. Contact
your dealer for new your dealer for new labels.labels.
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Only trained and authorized personnel may operate this machine. For safeOnly trained and authorized personnel may operate this machine. For safe
operation, read and follow the opoperation, read and follow the operation and maintenance Manual furnished witheration and maintenance Manual furnished with
this lift truck and observe the following warnings:this lift truck and observe the following warnings:

   Before starting machine, check all controls and warning devices for properBefore starting machine, check all controls and warning devices for proper
operation.operation.

   Refer to machine identification plate for allowable machine capacity. Do notRefer to machine identification plate for allowable machine capacity. Do not
overload. Operate machines equipped with attachments as partially loadedoverload. Operate machines equipped with attachments as partially loaded
machines when not handling a load.machines when not handling a load.

   Put shift lever in neutral before “ONPut shift lever in neutral before “ON--OFF” switOFF” switch is turned on.ch is turned on.

   Start, turn and brake smoothly. Slow down for turns, slippery or unevenStart, turn and brake smoothly. Slow down for turns, slippery or uneven
surfaces. Extremely poor surfaces should be repaired. Avoid running over loosesurfaces. Extremely poor surfaces should be repaired. Avoid running over loose

objects or holes in the roadway surfaces. Use extreme caution when turning onobjects or holes in the roadway surfaces. Use extreme caution when turning on
inclines.inclines.

   Travel with load as low as possible and tilted back. If load interferes withTravel with load as low as possible and tilted back. If load interferes with
visibility, travel with load trailing.visibility, travel with load trailing.

   On grade operations travel with load up On grade operations travel with load up grade.grade.

   Watch out for Watch out for pedestrians and obstructions. Check overhead clearances.pedestrians and obstructions. Check overhead clearances.

   Do not permit riders on forks or machine at any time.Do not permit riders on forks or machine at any time.

   Do not allow anyone to stand or pass under the elevated portion of anyDo not allow anyone to stand or pass under the elevated portion of any
machine.machine.

   Be sure operating surface can safely Be sure operating surface can safely support machine.support machine.

   Operate machine and attachments only from Operate machine and attachments only from operator’s position.operator’s position.  

   Do not handle unstable or loosely stacked loads.Do not handle unstable or loosely stacked loads.

   Use minimum tilt when picking up or depositing a load.Use minimum tilt when picking up or depositing a load.
   Use extreme care when handling long, high, or Use extreme care when handling long, high, or wide loads.wide loads.

   Forks should be completely under load and spread apart Forks should be completely under load and spread apart as far as as far as load permits.load permits.

   Machine should be equipped with overhead guard or equivalent protection.Machine should be equipped with overhead guard or equivalent protection.
Where load requires it, use load backrest which is optional. Use extreme cautionWhere load requires it, use load backrest which is optional. Use extreme caution
if operating without these devices.if operating without these devices.
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   Parking to floor. Put shift lever in neutral. Set Parking brake. Turn “ONParking to floor. Put shift lever in neutral. Set Parking brake. Turn “ON--OFF”OFF”

switch off. Chock wheels if machine is switch off. Chock wheels if machine is on incline.on incline.

   Observe safety rules when Observe safety rules when handling fuel for handling fuel for engine powered machine.engine powered machine.  

Always use the overhead guard. The overhead guard is intended to protect the liftAlways use the overhead guard. The overhead guard is intended to protect the lift
truck operator from truck operator from overhead obstructionoverhead obstructions and s and from falling objects.from falling objects.

A truck that is used for handling small objects or uneven loads must be fitted with aA truck that is used for handling small objects or uneven loads must be fitted with a
load backrest.load backrest.

If the lift truck must be operated without the overhead guard in place due to lowIf the lift truck must be operated without the overhead guard in place due to low
overhead clearance, use extreme care. Make sure there is no possibility of fallingoverhead clearance, use extreme care. Make sure there is no possibility of falling
objects from any adjacent storage or work area. Make sure the load is stable and fullyobjects from any adjacent storage or work area. Make sure the load is stable and fully
supported by the carriage and the supported by the carriage and the load backrest extension (if equipped).load backrest extension (if equipped).

Always use load backrest extension when the carriage or attachment does not fullyAlways use load backrest extension when the carriage or attachment does not fully
support the load. The load backrest extension is intended to prevent the load or anysupport the load. The load backrest extension is intended to prevent the load or any
part of the part of the load from falling backwards into the operator’s station.load from falling backwards into the operator’s station.  

When operating the lift truck, do not depend only on fWhen operating the lift truck, do not depend only on flashing lights or back-up alarmlashing lights or back-up alarm
(if equipped) to warn pedestrians.(if equipped) to warn pedestrians.

Always be aware of pedestrians and do not proceed until the pedestrians are aware ofAlways be aware of pedestrians and do not proceed until the pedestrians are aware of
your presence and intended actions and have moved clear of the lift truck and/or load.your presence and intended actions and have moved clear of the lift truck and/or load.

Do not drive lift truck up to anyone standing in front of an object.Do not drive lift truck up to anyone standing in front of an object.

Obey all traffic Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.rules and warning signs.

Keep hands, feet and head inside the operator station. Do not hold onto the overheadKeep hands, feet and head inside the operator station. Do not hold onto the overhead
guard while operating the lift truck. Do not climb on any pguard while operating the lift truck. Do not climb on any part of the mast or overheadart of the mast or overhead
guard or permit others to do so.guard or permit others to do so.

Do not allow unauthorized personnel to ride on the forks or any other part of the liftDo not allow unauthorized personnel to ride on the forks or any other part of the lift
truck, at any time.truck, at any time.

When working in a building or When working in a building or dock, observe floor load limits and overhead clearances.dock, observe floor load limits and overhead clearances.

Inhaling Freon gas through a lit Inhaling Freon gas through a lit cigarette or other smoking method or inhaling fumescigarette or other smoking method or inhaling fumes
released from a flame contacting Freon can cause bodily harm released from a flame contacting Freon can cause bodily harm or death. Do not smokeor death. Do not smoke
when servicing air conditioners or wherever Freon gas may when servicing air conditioners or wherever Freon gas may be present.be present.

Never put maintenance fluids into Never put maintenance fluids into glass containers.glass containers.

Use all cleaning solutions with care.Use all cleaning solutions with care.

Do not use steam, solvent, or Do not use steam, solvent, or high air pressure to clean electrical components.high air pressure to clean electrical components.

Report all needed repairs.Report all needed repairs.  
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Inspect the part of the chain that is Inspect the part of the chain that is normally operated over the crosshead roller. Whennormally operated over the crosshead roller. When
the chain bends over the roller, the movement of the parts against each other causesthe chain bends over the roller, the movement of the parts against each other causes
wear.wear.

Inspect to be sure that chain link Inspect to be sure that chain link pins do not extend outside of the pins do not extend outside of the bore hole.bore hole.

If any single link pin is extended beyond its connecting corresponding link, it shouldIf any single link pin is extended beyond its connecting corresponding link, it should

bebe
Suspected of being broken inside of its Suspected of being broken inside of its bore hole.bore hole.

Inspect the chain anchor and the anchor links for Inspect the chain anchor and the anchor links for wear.wear.

Perform all maintenance unless otherwise specified as follows:Perform all maintenance unless otherwise specified as follows:

   Park the lift truck in authorized areas only.Park the lift truck in authorized areas only.
   Park the lift truck Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered and level, with the forks lowered and the mast tilted forward untilthe mast tilted forward until

the fork tips touch the floor.the fork tips touch the floor.
   Place the forward/reverse controls in Place the forward/reverse controls in neutral.neutral.
   Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

   Remove the start switch key and Remove the start switch key and turn the disconnect switch OFF (if turn the disconnect switch OFF (if equipped).equipped).



   Block the drive wheels when parking on Block the drive wheels when parking on an incline.an incline.  

Pressure AirPressure Air

Pressure air can cause personal injury. When using pressure air for cleaning, wear aPressure air can cause personal injury. When using pressure air for cleaning, wear a
protective face shield, protective clothing and protective shoes.protective face shield, protective clothing and protective shoes.

Fluid PenetrationFluid Penetration

Always use a board or cardboard when checking for a leak. Escaping fluid underAlways use a board or cardboard when checking for a leak. Escaping fluid under
pressure, even a pinhole size leak, pressure, even a pinhole size leak, can penetrate body tissue, causing serious injury,can penetrate body tissue, causing serious injury,
and possible death. If fluid is injected into your skin, it must be treated by a doctorand possible death. If fluid is injected into your skin, it must be treated by a doctor
familiar with this type of familiar with this type of injury immediately.injury immediately.
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Crushing or Cutting Crushing or Cutting PreventionPrevention  

Support equipment and attachments properly when working beneath them. Do notSupport equipment and attachments properly when working beneath them. Do not
depend on hydraulic cylinders to hold it up. Any attachment can fall if a control isdepend on hydraulic cylinders to hold it up. Any attachment can fall if a control is
moved, or if a hydraulic line breaks.moved, or if a hydraulic line breaks.

Never attempt adjustments while the lift truck is Never attempt adjustments while the lift truck is moving or the motor is moving or the motor is running unlessrunning unless
otherwise specified.otherwise specified.

Where there are attachment linkages, the clearance in the linkage area will increaseWhere there are attachment linkages, the clearance in the linkage area will increase
or decrease with movement of the attachment.or decrease with movement of the attachment.

Stay clear of all rotating and moving parts.Stay clear of all rotating and moving parts.

Keep objects away from moving fan blades of Keep objects away from moving fan blades of motor . They motor . They will throw or cut any will throw or cut any objectobject
or tool that falls or is pushed into them.or tool that falls or is pushed into them.

Do not use a kinked or frayed wire rope cable. Wear gloves when handling the wireDo not use a kinked or frayed wire rope cable. Wear gloves when handling the wire
rope cable.rope cable.

Retainer pins, when struck with force, can fly out and injure nearby persons. MakeRetainer pins, when struck with force, can fly out and injure nearby persons. Make
sure the area is clear of people when driving retainer pins.sure the area is clear of people when driving retainer pins.

Wear protective glasses when striking a retainer pin to Wear protective glasses when striking a retainer pin to avoid injury to your avoid injury to your eyes.eyes.

Chips or other debris can fly off objects when struck. Make sure no one can Chips or other debris can fly off objects when struck. Make sure no one can be injuredbe injured
by flying debris before by flying debris before striking any object.striking any object.

Burn PreventionBurn Prevention

OilsOils

Hot oil and components can cause personal injury. Do not allow hot oil or componentsHot oil and components can cause personal injury. Do not allow hot oil or components
to contact the skin.to contact the skin.

At operation temperature, the hydraulic tank is hot and can At operation temperature, the hydraulic tank is hot and can be under pressure.be under pressure.

Remove the hydraulic tank fill cap only after the machine has been stopped and theRemove the hydraulic tank fill cap only after the machine has been stopped and the
fill cap is cool enough to remove with your bare hand.fill cap is cool enough to remove with your bare hand.

Remove the hydraulic tank fill Remove the hydraulic tank fill cap slowly to relieve pressure.cap slowly to relieve pressure.

Relieve all pressure in air, oil, fuel or cooling systems before any lines, fittings orRelieve all pressure in air, oil, fuel or cooling systems before any lines, fittings or
related items are related items are disconnectedisconnected or d or removed.removed.
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BatteriesBatteries

Batteries give off flammable fumes which can Batteries give off flammable fumes which can explode.explode.

Do not smoke when observing the battery electrolyte levels.Do not smoke when observing the battery electrolyte levels.

Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injury if it contacts skin or eyes.Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injury if it contacts skin or eyes.

Always wear protective glasses when working Always wear protective glasses when working with batteries.with batteries.

Fire or Explosion Fire or Explosion PreventionPrevention

All fuels and most All fuels and most lubricants are flammable.lubricants are flammable.

Oil leaked or Oil leaked or spilled onto hot surfaces or electrical components can cause a fire.spilled onto hot surfaces or electrical components can cause a fire.

Do not smoke in areas where batteries are charged, or where flammable materialsDo not smoke in areas where batteries are charged, or where flammable materials
are stored.are stored.

Clean and tighten all electrical connections. Check daily for loose or frayed electricalClean and tighten all electrical connections. Check daily for loose or frayed electrical

wires. Have all wires. Have all loose or frayed electrical wires tightened, repaired or replaced beforeloose or frayed electrical wires tightened, repaired or replaced before
operating the lift truck.operating the lift truck.

Keep all lubricants stored in properly marked containers and away from allKeep all lubricants stored in properly marked containers and away from all
unauthorized persons.unauthorized persons.

Store all oily rags or other flammable material in a protective container, in a safeStore all oily rags or other flammable material in a protective container, in a safe
place.place.

Do not weld or flame cut on pipes or tubes that contain flammable fluids. Clean themDo not weld or flame cut on pipes or tubes that contain flammable fluids. Clean them
thoroughly with non-flammable solvent before welding or thoroughly with non-flammable solvent before welding or flame cutting on them.flame cutting on them.

Remove all flammable materials such as Remove all flammable materials such as oil and other debris before they accumulateoil and other debris before they accumulate
on the lift truck.on the lift truck.

Do not expose the lift truck to flames, burning brush, etc., if at all possible.Do not expose the lift truck to flames, burning brush, etc., if at all possible.

Shields, which protect motor and control panel components from oil spray in the eventShields, which protect motor and control panel components from oil spray in the event
of a line, tube or seal failure, must be of a line, tube or seal failure, must be installed correcinstalled correctly.tly.

Do not operate in areas Do not operate in areas where explosive gases exist or are where explosive gases exist or are suspectedsuspected..

Lines, Tubes and HosesLines, Tubes and Hoses

Do not bend or strike high pressure lines. Do not install bent or Do not bend or strike high pressure lines. Do not install bent or damaged lines, tubesdamaged lines, tubes
or hoses.or hoses.

Repair any loose or damaged oil lines, tubes and hoses. Leaks can cause fires. Repair any loose or damaged oil lines, tubes and hoses. Leaks can cause fires. ContactContact

your VOLTAS dealer for repair your VOLTAS dealer for repair or replacement.or replacement.
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Check lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Do not use your bare hand to check for leaks.Check lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Do not use your bare hand to check for leaks.

Use a board or cardboard to check for leaks. See Fluid Penetration in the SafetyUse a board or cardboard to check for leaks. See Fluid Penetration in the Safety
Section for more details. Tighten all connections to the recommended torque. ReplaceSection for more details. Tighten all connections to the recommended torque. Replace
if any of the followingif any of the following

Conditions are found.Conditions are found.

   End fittings damaged or leaking.End fittings damaged or leaking.
   Outer covering chafed or cut and wire Outer covering chafed or cut and wire reinforcing exposed.reinforcing exposed.
   Outer covering ballooning locally.Outer covering ballooning locally.

   Evidence of kinking or crushing of the flexible part of hose.Evidence of kinking or crushing of the flexible part of hose.
   Armouring embedded in the outer Armouring embedded in the outer cover.cover.
   End fittings displaced.End fittings displaced.

Make sure that all clamps, guards and heat shields are installed correctly to preventMake sure that all clamps, guards and heat shields are installed correctly to prevent
vibration, rubbing against other parts, and excessive heat during operation.vibration, rubbing against other parts, and excessive heat during operation.

Tyre InformationTyre Information

Explosions of air-inflated tires have resulted from heat Explosions of air-inflated tires have resulted from heat induced gas combustion insideinduced gas combustion inside
the tyres. The heat, generated by welding or heating rim components, external fire,the tyres. The heat, generated by welding or heating rim components, external fire,
or excessive use of or excessive use of brakes can cause gaseous combustion.brakes can cause gaseous combustion.

A tyre explosion is much more violent than a blowout. The explosion can propel theA tyre explosion is much more violent than a blowout. The explosion can propel the
tyre, rim and axle components as far as 500 m tyre, rim and axle components as far as 500 m (1500 Ft.) or more from the lift truck.(1500 Ft.) or more from the lift truck.
Both the force of the explosion and the flying debris can cause personal injury orBoth the force of the explosion and the flying debris can cause personal injury or
death, and property damagedeath, and property damage

Do not approach a warm tyre closer than the outside of the area represented by theDo not approach a warm tyre closer than the outside of the area represented by the
shaded area in the above shaded area in the above drawing.drawing.

Dry nitrogen (NDry nitrogen (N22) gas is ) gas is recommended for inflation of tires. If the tires were originallyrecommended for inflation of tires. If the tires were originally
inflated with air, nitrogen is inflated with air, nitrogen is still preferred for adjusting the pressure. Nitrogen mixesstill preferred for adjusting the pressure. Nitrogen mixes

properly with air.properly with air.
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Nitrogen inflated tyres reduce the potential of Nitrogen inflated tyres reduce the potential of a tyre a tyre explosion, because nitrogen doesexplosion, because nitrogen does
not support combustion. Also, nitrogen helps prevent oxidation and the resultingnot support combustion. Also, nitrogen helps prevent oxidation and the resulting

deterioration of rubber and deterioration of rubber and corrosion of rim corrosion of rim componencomponents.ts.

Proper nitrogen inflation equipmenProper nitrogen inflation equipment and training in its use are t and training in its use are necessary to avoid overnecessary to avoid over

inflation. A tire blowout or rim failure can result from improper or misused inflation. A tire blowout or rim failure can result from improper or misused equipment.equipment.

Stand behind the tread and use a Stand behind the tread and use a self-attaching chuck when inflating a tyre.self-attaching chuck when inflating a tyre.

Servicing and changing tyres and rims can be dangerous and should be done only byServicing and changing tyres and rims can be dangerous and should be done only by
trained personnel using proper tools and procedures. If correct procedures are nottrained personnel using proper tools and procedures. If correct procedures are not

followed while servicing tyres and rims, the assemblies could burst with explosivefollowed while servicing tyres and rims, the assemblies could burst with explosive
force and cause serious personal injury or death. Follow carefully the specificforce and cause serious personal injury or death. Follow carefully the specific
information provided by your tyre or information provided by your tyre or rim servicing personnel or dealer.rim servicing personnel or dealer.

Mounting and DismountingMounting and Dismounting

Mount and dismount the lift truck carefully.Mount and dismount the lift truck carefully.

Clean your shoes and wipe yClean your shoes and wipe your hands before mounting.our hands before mounting.

Face the lift truck Face the lift truck when mounting and dismountinwhen mounting and dismounting.g.

Use both hands face the lift Use both hands face the lift truck when mounting and dismounting.truck when mounting and dismounting.

Use the handgrips for mounting and dismounting.Use the handgrips for mounting and dismounting.

Do not try to climb on or off the lift Do not try to climb on or off the lift truck when carrying tools or supplies.truck when carrying tools or supplies.

Never get on or off a moving Never get on or off a moving lift truck.lift truck.

Do not use Do not use any controls as handholds when enteriany controls as handholds when entering or ng or leaving the operator’s station.leaving the operator’s station.  

Never get on or off a moving Never get on or off a moving lift truck. Never jump off the lift truck.lift truck. Never jump off the lift truck.

Keep hands and steering wheel free of slippery mKeep hands and steering wheel free of slippery material.aterial.
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Safety RulesSafety Rules
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Operation and maintenanceOperation and maintenance

Preparing to Switch on the machinePreparing to Switch on the machine

Perform a walk-around inspection daily and at Perform a walk-around inspection daily and at the start of each the start of each shift. Refer to the shift. Refer to the topictopic
 “Walk “Walk--around Inspection” in “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily” sectionaround Inspection” in “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily” section of this manual. of this manual.

Adjust theAdjust the seat so that full brake pedal seat so that full brake pedal travel can be obtained with the operator’s backtravel can be obtained with the operator’s back
against the seat back.against the seat back.

Make sure the lift truck Make sure the lift truck is equipped with a lighting system as is equipped with a lighting system as required by conditions.required by conditions.

Make sure all hydraulic controls are Make sure all hydraulic controls are in the HOLD position.in the HOLD position.

Make sure the direction control lever is in Make sure the direction control lever is in the NEUTRAL position.the NEUTRAL position.

Make sure the parking brake Make sure the parking brake is engaged.is engaged.

Make sure no one Make sure no one is standing and/or working on, underneath or close to the is standing and/or working on, underneath or close to the lift trucklift truck
before operating the lift truck.before operating the lift truck.

Operate the lift truck and controOperate the lift truck and controls only from the operator’s station.ls only from the operator’s station.  

Make sure the lift truck horn, lights, backup alarm (if equipped) and all Make sure the lift truck horn, lights, backup alarm (if equipped) and all other devicesother devices
are working properly.are working properly.

Check for proper operation of mast and attachments. Pay particular attention toCheck for proper operation of mast and attachments. Pay particular attention to
unusual noises or erratic movement which might indicate a problem.unusual noises or erratic movement which might indicate a problem.

Make sure service and parking brakes, steering, and directional controls areMake sure service and parking brakes, steering, and directional controls are
operational.operational.

Make sure all personnel are clear of lift truck and travel path.Make sure all personnel are clear of lift truck and travel path.

Refer to the topic “Lift Truck Refer to the topic “Lift Truck Operation” in the “Operation Section” of this manual forOperation” in the “Operation Section” of this manual for

specific starting specific starting instructionsinstructions..

Preparing to Operate the Lift TruckPreparing to Operate the Lift Truck

Test brakes, steering controls, horn and other devices for proper operation. ReportTest brakes, steering controls, horn and other devices for proper operation. Report
faulty performance. Do not operate lift truck until rfaulty performance. Do not operate lift truck until repaired.epaired.

Learn how your lift truck operates. Know its safety devices. Know how the attachmentsLearn how your lift truck operates. Know its safety devices. Know how the attachments
work.work.

Before moving the lift truck, Before moving the lift truck, look around. Start, turn and brake smoothly.look around. Start, turn and brake smoothly.

An operator must constantly observe his lift truck for An operator must constantly observe his lift truck for proper operation.proper operation.
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Operating the Lift truckOperating the Lift truck

Always keep the lift Always keep the lift truck under control.truck under control.

Obey all traffic Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.rules and warning signs.

Never leave the lift Never leave the lift truck with the key switch on, truck with the key switch on, or with the parking brake disengaged.or with the parking brake disengaged.

Lower mast, with or without load, before turning or traveling. Tip over could result.Lower mast, with or without load, before turning or traveling. Tip over could result.
Watch out for Watch out for overhead obstructiooverhead obstructions.ns.

Always observe floor load limits and Always observe floor load limits and overhead clearance.overhead clearance.

Start, turn, and brake smoothly, slow down for turns, grades, slippery or unevenStart, turn, and brake smoothly, slow down for turns, grades, slippery or uneven
surfaces.surfaces.

Use special care when operating on grades. Do not angle across or turn on grades. DoUse special care when operating on grades. Do not angle across or turn on grades. Do
not use lift truck on slippery grades. Travel with forks downgrade when unloaded.not use lift truck on slippery grades. Travel with forks downgrade when unloaded.
Travel with load upgrade.Travel with load upgrade.

Do not overload, or handle offset, unstable, or loosely stacked loads. Refer to loadDo not overload, or handle offset, unstable, or loosely stacked loads. Refer to loadcapacity plate on the lift capacity plate on the lift truck. Use extreme caution when handling suspended, long,truck. Use extreme caution when handling suspended, long,
high or wide load.high or wide load.

Tilt elevated load forward only when directly over unloading area and with load as lowTilt elevated load forward only when directly over unloading area and with load as low
as possible.as possible.

Do not stunt ride or Do not stunt ride or indulge in horseplay.indulge in horseplay.

Always look and keep a clear view of the path of Always look and keep a clear view of the path of travel.travel.

Travel in reverse if load or attachment obstructs visibility. Use extreme caution ifTravel in reverse if load or attachment obstructs visibility. Use extreme caution if
visibility is visibility is obstructedobstructed..

Stay in designated travel path, clear of dock edges, ditches, other drop-offs andStay in designated travel path, clear of dock edges, ditches, other drop-offs and

surfaces which cannot safely support the lift truck. Slow down and use extra caresurfaces which cannot safely support the lift truck. Slow down and use extra care
through doorways, intersectionthrough doorways, intersections and s and other locations where visibility is other locations where visibility is reduced.reduced.

Slow down for and avoid pedestrians, other vehicles, obstructions, pot holes and otherSlow down for and avoid pedestrians, other vehicles, obstructions, pot holes and other
hazards or objects in the path of travelhazards or objects in the path of travel

Always use overhead guards except where operation conditions do not permit. Do notAlways use overhead guards except where operation conditions do not permit. Do not
operate lift truck in high operate lift truck in high stacking areas without overhead guards.stacking areas without overhead guards.

When stacking, watch for falling objects. Use load backrest extension and overheadWhen stacking, watch for falling objects. Use load backrest extension and overhead
guard. Refer toguard. Refer to the topic “Operating Techniques” in the “Operation Section” of thisthe topic “Operating Techniques” in the “Operation Section” of this

manual.manual.
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Loading or Loading or Unloading Trucks/TrailersUnloading Trucks/Trailers

Do not operate lift trucks on Do not operate lift trucks on trucks or trailers which are not designed or trucks or trailers which are not designed or intended forintended for
that purpose.that purpose.

Be certain truck or trailer brakes Be certain truck or trailer brakes are applied and wheel chocks in place (are applied and wheel chocks in place (or be certainor be certain
unit is locked to the unit is locked to the loading dock) before entering onto trucks or trailers.loading dock) before entering onto trucks or trailers.

If trailer is not coupled to tractor, make sure the trailer landing gear is properlyIf trailer is not coupled to tractor, make sure the trailer landing gear is properly
secured in place. On some trailers, extra supports may be secured in place. On some trailers, extra supports may be needed to prevent upendingneeded to prevent upending
or corner dipping.or corner dipping.

Be certain dock plates are Be certain dock plates are in good condition and properly placed and secured. Do notin good condition and properly placed and secured. Do not
exceed the rated capacity of dock exceed the rated capacity of dock boards or bridge plates.boards or bridge plates.

Lift Truck ParkingLift Truck Parking

When leaving the operator station, park the lift truck in When leaving the operator station, park the lift truck in authorized areas only. Do notauthorized areas only. Do not
block traffic.block traffic.

   Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered and the mast tiltedPark the lift truck level, with the forks lowered and the mast tilted
forward until the fork tips forward until the fork tips touch the floor.touch the floor.

   Move the direction control lever to NEUTRAL.Move the direction control lever to NEUTRAL.
   Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.
   Turn the key switch off and remove the key.Turn the key switch off and remove the key.
   Turn the disconnect switch to OFF if Turn the disconnect switch to OFF if equipped.equipped.

   Block the drive wheels when parking on Block the drive wheels when parking on an incline.an incline.
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Serial Number LocationsSerial Number Locations

Serial number is on the plate fitted on the front cowl of Serial number is on the plate fitted on the front cowl of the lift truck.the lift truck.

Identification, Lift Capacity and Attachment PlateIdentification, Lift Capacity and Attachment Plate

Lift capacity & attachment is on the plate fitted on the front cowl Lift capacity & attachment is on the plate fitted on the front cowl of the lift truck.of the lift truck.
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Mast AbbreviationsMast Abbreviations

HVM: - High Visibility MastHVM: - High Visibility Mast

HVT: - High HVT: - High Visibility Triplex MastVisibility Triplex Mast

HVD: - High Visibility Duplex MastHVD: - High Visibility Duplex Mast

Operator’s Station and Monitoring SystemsOperator’s Station and Monitoring Systems  

Battery CompartmentBattery Compartment
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ControlsControls  

Brake PedalBrake Pedal  

Push DOWNPush DOWN on the brake pedal to slow or stop the lift truckon the brake pedal to slow or stop the lift truck

RELEASERELEASE the brake pedal to allow the lift truck to movethe brake pedal to allow the lift truck to move  

ParkingParking

brakebrake

SteeringSteering

DirectionDirection

leverlever

Hoist controlHoist control

leverlever

BDI- BatteryBDI- Battery

discharge indicatordischarge indicator

CombinationCombination

switchswitch
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Accelerator PedalAccelerator Pedal

Push DOWN on the pedal Push DOWN on the pedal to increase motor rpm (speed).to increase motor rpm (speed).
RELEASE the pedal to decrease motor rpm (speed).RELEASE the pedal to decrease motor rpm (speed).

Parking Brake LeverParking Brake Lever  

Pull the lever BACK to engage the parking brake.Pull the lever BACK to engage the parking brake.
Push the lever FORWARD to release Push the lever FORWARD to release the parking brake.the parking brake.  
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Lift & Tilt ControlLift & Tilt Control

NOTE: To prevent a sudden change of position of the load, operate all lift, tilt andNOTE: To prevent a sudden change of position of the load, operate all lift, tilt and
attachment controls smoothly.attachment controls smoothly.

Lift ControlLift Control

Tilt ControlTilt Control  

1.1. Mast Tilt Forward - Push the leverMast Tilt Forward - Push the lever
FORWARD smoothly to tilt the mastFORWARD smoothly to tilt the mast
forward.forward.

2.2. Mast Hold - When the lever is releasedMast Hold - When the lever is released
it will return to the HOLD or centerit will return to the HOLD or center
position. Tilting action will stopposition. Tilting action will stop

3.3. Mast Tilt Back - Pull the lever BACKMast Tilt Back - Pull the lever BACK
smoothly to tilt the mast backward.smoothly to tilt the mast backward.

1.1. Lower Position - Push the lever FORWARD smoothlyLower Position - Push the lever FORWARD smoothlyto lower the load.to lower the load.

2.2. Hold Position - When the lever is released it willHold Position - When the lever is released it will
return to the HOLD or center position. Lifting orreturn to the HOLD or center position. Lifting or
lowering action will stoplowering action will stop

3.3. Lift Position - Pull Lift Position - Pull the lever BACK smoothly to lift thethe lever BACK smoothly to lift the
load.load.

Tilt LeverTilt Lever  

Lift LeverLift Lever  
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Sideshift Attachment (If Equipped)Sideshift Attachment (If Equipped)  

1.1. Side shift Left - Push the lever FORWARD to shift the carriage to the left.Side shift Left - Push the lever FORWARD to shift the carriage to the left.

2.2. Side shift Hold - When the lever is released it will return to the HOLD or centreSide shift Hold - When the lever is released it will return to the HOLD or centre

position. Side shifting action will position. Side shifting action will stop.stop.

3.3. Side shift Right - Pull the lever BACK to shift the carriage to the right.Side shift Right - Pull the lever BACK to shift the carriage to the right.

SeatSeat  

Seat AdjustmentSeat Adjustment

NOTE: Seat arrangements may vary from model to model .However, the basicNOTE: Seat arrangements may vary from model to model .However, the basic
operation will be similar.operation will be similar.

Seat adjustment should be checked at the beginning of each shift and when operatorsSeat adjustment should be checked at the beginning of each shift and when operators
change.change.

Lock the seat into position before operating, to prevent an unexpected seat change.Lock the seat into position before operating, to prevent an unexpected seat change.

Adjust seat to allow full brake Adjust seat to allow full brake pedal travel with operator’s back against seatpedal travel with operator’s back against seat back.back.

NOTE: The seat can NOTE: The seat can only be correctly adjusted with the operator fully seated.only be correctly adjusted with the operator fully seated.
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Battery Maintenance and ChargingBattery Maintenance and Charging

Explosive fumes may be present during charging.Explosive fumes may be present during charging.

Do not smoke in charging areas.Do not smoke in charging areas.

Lift truck battery should be charged only at designated safe locations. SafeLift truck battery should be charged only at designated safe locations. Safe
indoor locations with proper ventilation are preferable.indoor locations with proper ventilation are preferable.

Stop the key switch and get off the Stop the key switch and get off the lift truck during charging.lift truck during charging.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not allow the Do not allow the lift truck to become llift truck to become low battery charge, should not dischargeow battery charge, should not discharge
batteries more than 80 %.This could batteries more than 80 %.This could result in damage to electrical/electronicresult in damage to electrical/electronic

components.components.

Charge the battery at the end of each day/shift of operation if the batteryCharge the battery at the end of each day/shift of operation if the battery
charge is near 20%.charge is near 20%.

Battery SafetyBattery Safety

1.1.   Before embarking on any kind of battery maintenance ALWAYS wear theBefore embarking on any kind of battery maintenance ALWAYS wear the
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment when working on batteries,appropriate Personal Protective Equipment when working on batteries,
including.including.

2.2.   Apron.Apron.

3.3.   Goggles.Goggles.

4.4.   Gloves.Gloves.

5.5.   NEVER smoke or allow any sources of NEVER smoke or allow any sources of ignition near a battery.ignition near a battery.

6.6.   NEVER place metallic objects on top of NEVER place metallic objects on top of a battery.a battery.

7.7.   Always remembAlways remember that batteries are a er that batteries are a source of stored energy even when source of stored energy even when theythey
are fully discharged.are fully discharged.
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General Battery MaintenanceGeneral Battery Maintenance

1.1.   Make sure the battery is charged as soon as possible after it has beenMake sure the battery is charged as soon as possible after it has been
discharged.discharged.

2.2.   Never allow the charge cycle to Never allow the charge cycle to be interrupted.be interrupted.

3.3.   Make sure the battery is fully charged before you take it off the charger.Make sure the battery is fully charged before you take it off the charger.

4.4.   Always press the stop button on Always press the stop button on the charger before disconnection.the charger before disconnection.

5.5.   Prevent short circuits by making sure the battery top is clean, dry and notPrevent short circuits by making sure the battery top is clean, dry and not
corroded.corroded.

6.6.   Check that the battery cables and plug are Check that the battery cables and plug are in good condition.in good condition.

7.7.   Make sure that electrolyte levels are Make sure that electrolyte levels are correct when the battery is correct when the battery is fully charged.fully charged.

8.8.   Only top up using the Only top up using the correct equipment.correct equipment.

9. Never top up with tap water9. Never top up with tap water –– only use distilled or deionised water. only use distilled or deionised water.

10. Never top up a battery before it is charged.10. Never top up a battery before it is charged.

11. Never overfill a battery.11. Never overfill a battery.

12. Never top up a battery with acid.12. Never top up a battery with acid.

13. Make sure any spillage caused by topping is cleaned up immediately.13. Make sure any spillage caused by topping is cleaned up immediately.

Battery HandlingBattery Handling

1.1.   Batteries are heavy and should not be lifted manuallyBatteries are heavy and should not be lifted manually –– only the correct load only the correct load
tested and certified lifting equipment should be used, always check if you aretested and certified lifting equipment should be used, always check if you are
not sure.not sure.

2.2.   When using lifting equipment fitted with chains make sure they do not comeWhen using lifting equipment fitted with chains make sure they do not come
into contact with the into contact with the battery surface, they could cause a short circuit.battery surface, they could cause a short circuit.

3.3.   Take care when changing batteries, most damage is caused at this stage.Take care when changing batteries, most damage is caused at this stage.
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Battery ChargingBattery Charging

1.1.   Make sure the truck is not running and the battery plug has beenMake sure the truck is not running and the battery plug has been
disconnected.disconnected.

2.2.   Make sure you fully understand how to Make sure you fully understand how to use the charger.use the charger.

3. Always switch the charger off before disconnecting the battery.3. Always switch the charger off before disconnecting the battery.
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Battery ToppingBattery Topping

The largest cause of early failure of lead acid batteriesThe largest cause of early failure of lead acid batteries –– and therefore loss of and therefore loss of
warranty on themwarranty on them –– is overtopping or undertopping them. is overtopping or undertopping them.

Undertopping - increases the acid strength within a battery which increases theUndertopping - increases the acid strength within a battery which increases the

corrosion rates on the plates. Low water levels create sulphation at the top ofcorrosion rates on the plates. Low water levels create sulphation at the top of
theplates which can then harden and reduce theplates which can then harden and reduce the capacity of the cells.the capacity of the cells.

Overtopping - conversely, overtopping can reduce the strength of the acid,Overtopping - conversely, overtopping can reduce the strength of the acid,
therefore diminishing the performance of the therefore diminishing the performance of the battery.battery.

Five Step GuideFive Step Guide

1. Make sure the battery is fully charged.1. Make sure the battery is fully charged.
2. Only top up 2. Only top up using deionised or demineralised water, never tap water.using deionised or demineralised water, never tap water.
3. Never top up more than 5mm above the separators.3. Never top up more than 5mm above the separators.
4. Ensure correct personal protective equipment and eye protection is used.4. Ensure correct personal protective equipment and eye protection is used.
Rubber gloves, apron and either a face guard or goggles.Rubber gloves, apron and either a face guard or goggles.
5. Overspills can be hazardous5. Overspills can be hazardous –– make sure they are cleaned up. make sure they are cleaned up.
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Before switch on the MachineBefore switch on the Machine

Walk - Around Walk - Around InspectionInspection

Make a thorough walk - around inspection before mounting the lift truck or startingMake a thorough walk - around inspection before mounting the lift truck or starting
the engine. Look for such items as the engine. Look for such items as loose bolts, debris build up, oil or loose bolts, debris build up, oil or battery electrolytebattery electrolyte
leaks. Check condition of tyres, mast, carriage, forks or attachments. Have repairsleaks. Check condition of tyres, mast, carriage, forks or attachments. Have repairs
made as needed and all made as needed and all debris removed.debris removed.

1.1.   Inspect the operator’s compartment for loose items and cleanliness.Inspect the operator’s compartment for loose items and cleanliness.  

2.2.   Inspect the instrument panel for broken or damaged indicator lights or BDI.Inspect the instrument panel for broken or damaged indicator lights or BDI.

3.3.   Test the horn and other safety Test the horn and other safety devices for proper operation.devices for proper operation.

4.4.   Inspect the mast and lift chains for Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, broken links, pins and wear, broken links, pins and loose rollers.loose rollers.

5.5.   Inspect the carriage, forks or attachmentInspect the carriage, forks or attachments for wear, damage and loose s for wear, damage and loose or missingor missing

bolts.bolts.

6.6.   Inspect the tyres and wheels for cuts, gouges, Inspect the tyres and wheels for cuts, gouges, foreign objects, inflation pressureforeign objects, inflation pressure
and loose or missing bolts.and loose or missing bolts.

7.7.   Inspect the overhead guard for damage and loose or Inspect the overhead guard for damage and loose or missing mounting bolts.missing mounting bolts.

8.8.   Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn hoses or Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn hoses or damaged lines.damaged lines.

9.9.   Look for transmission and drive axle leaks on the lift truck and on the ground.Look for transmission and drive axle leaks on the lift truck and on the ground.

10.10.   Inspect the battery compartment for Inspect the battery compartment for electrolyte leaks.electrolyte leaks.

11.11.   Observe the fuel level gauge after Observe the fuel level gauge after starting the truck. Add fuel starting the truck. Add fuel if necessary.if necessary.

12.12.   To position the seat, PUSH the lever away from the seat track and move theTo position the seat, PUSH the lever away from the seat track and move the
seat forward or backward to seat forward or backward to a comfortable position.a comfortable position.

Personal injury may occur from accidents caused by improper seat adjustment.Personal injury may occur from accidents caused by improper seat adjustment.
Always adjust the operator's seat before switching on the lift truck.Always adjust the operator's seat before switching on the lift truck.

Seat adjustment must be done at the beginning of each shift and when operatorsSeat adjustment must be done at the beginning of each shift and when operators
change.change.
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Lift Fork AdjustmentLift Fork Adjustment

Hook - type ForkHook - type Fork

For load stability, always For load stability, always adjust the forks as wide adjust the forks as wide as possible. Position the load evenlyas possible. Position the load evenly
on both forks.on both forks.

1.1. Lift hook pin and Lift hook pin and slide the fork to the slide the fork to the new position.new position.
2.2. Secure the hook pin in the carriage slot. Follow the same procedure for the otherSecure the hook pin in the carriage slot. Follow the same procedure for the other
fork.fork.

Inspection, Maintenance and Repair of Lift Truck ForksInspection, Maintenance and Repair of Lift Truck Forks

The following provides practical guidelines for inspection, maintenance and repair ofThe following provides practical guidelines for inspection, maintenance and repair of
lift truck forks. It also provides general information on the design and application oflift truck forks. It also provides general information on the design and application of
forks and the common cause of fork failures.forks and the common cause of fork failures.

Lift truck forks can Lift truck forks can be dangerously weakened by improper repair or be dangerously weakened by improper repair or modification. Theymodification. They
can also be damaged by the cumulative effects of age, abrasion, corrosion,can also be damaged by the cumulative effects of age, abrasion, corrosion,
overloading and misuse.overloading and misuse.

A fork failure during use can cause damage to the equipment and the load. A forkA fork failure during use can cause damage to the equipment and the load. A fork
failure can also cause serious injury.failure can also cause serious injury.

A good fork inspection and maintenance program along with the proper applicationA good fork inspection and maintenance program along with the proper application
can be very can be very effective in preventing sudden on the job failures.effective in preventing sudden on the job failures.

Repairs and modifications should be done only by the fork manufacturer or a qualifiedRepairs and modifications should be done only by the fork manufacturer or a qualified
technician knowledgeable of the material used and the required welding and heattechnician knowledgeable of the material used and the required welding and heat
treatment process.treatment process.

Users should evaluate the economics of returning the forks to the manufacturer forUsers should evaluate the economics of returning the forks to the manufacturer for
repairs or purchasing new forks. This will vary depending on many factors includingrepairs or purchasing new forks. This will vary depending on many factors including
the size and type of fork.the size and type of fork.

Forks should be properly sized to the weight and length of the loads, and to the sizeForks should be properly sized to the weight and length of the loads, and to the size
of the machine on which they are used. The general practice is to use a of the machine on which they are used. The general practice is to use a fork size suchfork size such
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that the combined rated capacity of the number of forks used is equal to or greaterthat the combined rated capacity of the number of forks used is equal to or greater
than thethan the “ “Standard (or rated) CapacityStandard (or rated) Capacity”” of the lift truck.of the lift truck.

The individual load rating, in most cases, will be stamped on the fork in a readilyThe individual load rating, in most cases, will be stamped on the fork in a readily
visible area.visible area.

Causes of Fork FailureCauses of Fork Failure

1. Improper Modification or Repair1. Improper Modification or Repair. Fork failure can occur as a result of a field. Fork failure can occur as a result of a field
modification involving welding, flame cutting or other similar process, which affect themodification involving welding, flame cutting or other similar process, which affect the
heat treatment and reduces the strength of the fork. In most cases, specific processesheat treatment and reduces the strength of the fork. In most cases, specific processes
and techniques are also required to achieve proper welding of the particular alloyand techniques are also required to achieve proper welding of the particular alloy
steels involved. Critical areas most likely to be affected by improper processing aresteels involved. Critical areas most likely to be affected by improper processing are
the heel section, the mounting componentthe heel section, the mounting components and the s and the fork tip.fork tip.

2. Bent or Twisted Forks.2. Bent or Twisted Forks. Forks can be bent out of shape by extreme overloading,Forks can be bent out of shape by extreme overloading,
glancing blows against walls or other solid objects or using the fork tip as a pry bar.glancing blows against walls or other solid objects or using the fork tip as a pry bar.
Bent or twisted forks are much more likely Bent or twisted forks are much more likely to break and cause damage or injury. to break and cause damage or injury. TheyThey
should be removed from service immediately.should be removed from service immediately.

3. Fatigue.3. Fatigue. Parts which are subjected to repeated or Parts which are subjected to repeated or fluctuating loads can fail after afluctuating loads can fail after a
large number of loading cycles even though the maximum stress was below the staticlarge number of loading cycles even though the maximum stress was below the static
strength of the part. The first sign of a fatigue failure is usually a crack which startsstrength of the part. The first sign of a fatigue failure is usually a crack which starts
in an area of high stress concentration. This is usually in the heel section or on thein an area of high stress concentration. This is usually in the heel section or on the

fork mounting. As the crack fork mounting. As the crack progresses under repetitive load cycling, the load progresses under repetitive load cycling, the load bearingbearing
cross section of the remaining metal is cross section of the remaining metal is decreased in size until it becomes insufficientdecreased in size until it becomes insufficient
to support the load and to support the load and complete failure occurs.complete failure occurs.
Fatigue failure is the most common mode of fork failure. It is also one which can beFatigue failure is the most common mode of fork failure. It is also one which can be
anticipated and prevented by recognizing the conditions which lead up to the failureanticipated and prevented by recognizing the conditions which lead up to the failure
and by removing the fork from service prior to failing.and by removing the fork from service prior to failing.

   Repetitive OverloadingRepetitive Overloading  
Repetitive cycling of loads which exceeds the fatigue strength of Repetitive cycling of loads which exceeds the fatigue strength of the material can leadthe material can lead
to fatigue failure. The overload could be caused by loads in excess of the rated forkto fatigue failure. The overload could be caused by loads in excess of the rated fork
capacity and by use of the fork tips as pry bars. Also, by handling loads in a mannercapacity and by use of the fork tips as pry bars. Also, by handling loads in a manner
which cause the fork tips to spread and the forks to twist laterally about theirwhich cause the fork tips to spread and the forks to twist laterally about their
mountings.mountings.

   WearWear  

Forks are constantly subjected to abrasion as they slide on floors and loads. TheForks are constantly subjected to abrasion as they slide on floors and loads. The
thickness of the fork blade is gradually reduced to the point where it may not bethickness of the fork blade is gradually reduced to the point where it may not be

capable of handling the load capable of handling the load for which it was designed.for which it was designed.
   Stress RisersStress Risers  

Scratches, nicks and corrosion are points of high stress concentration where cracksScratches, nicks and corrosion are points of high stress concentration where cracks

can develop. These cracks can progress under repetitive loading in a can develop. These cracks can progress under repetitive loading in a typical mode oftypical mode of
fatigue failure.fatigue failure.

4. Overloading.4. Overloading. Extreme overloading can cause permanent bending or immediateExtreme overloading can cause permanent bending or immediate
failure of the forks. Using forks of less capacity than the load or lift truck when liftingfailure of the forks. Using forks of less capacity than the load or lift truck when lifting
loads and using forks in loads and using forks in a manner for which they were not designed are a manner for which they were not designed are some commonsome common

causes of overloading.causes of overloading.
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Fork InspectionFork Inspection

Establish a daily and 12 Establish a daily and 12 month inspection routmonth inspection routine by keeping a ine by keeping a record for the forks onrecord for the forks on
each lift truck.each lift truck.

Initial information should include the machine serial number on which the forks areInitial information should include the machine serial number on which the forks are
used, the fork manufacturer, type, original section size, original used, the fork manufacturer, type, original section size, original length and capacity.length and capacity.
Also list any special characteristics specified in the fork Also list any special characteristics specified in the fork design.design.

Record the date and rRecord the date and results of each inspection, making sure the following informationesults of each inspection, making sure the following information
is included:is included:

   Actual wear conditions, such as percent of original blade thickness remaining.Actual wear conditions, such as percent of original blade thickness remaining.
   Any damage, failure or deformation which might impair the Any damage, failure or deformation which might impair the use of the truck.use of the truck.
   Note any repairs or maintenance.Note any repairs or maintenance.

An ongoing record of An ongoing record of this information will help in this information will help in identifying proper inspection intervalsidentifying proper inspection intervals
for each operation, in identifying and solving problem areas and in anticipating timefor each operation, in identifying and solving problem areas and in anticipating time

for replacement of the forks.for replacement of the forks.

First InstallationFirst Installation

1.1. Inspect forks to ensure they are the correct size for the truck Inspect forks to ensure they are the correct size for the truck on which they will beon which they will be

used. Make sure they are the correct length and type for the loads to be handled.used. Make sure they are the correct length and type for the loads to be handled.

2.2. Make sure fork blades are Make sure fork blades are level to each other within acceptable tolerances.level to each other within acceptable tolerances.

3.3. Make sure positioning lock is in Make sure positioning lock is in place and working.place and working.

Daily Inspection - Before First Use and at Each Preventive MaintenanceDaily Inspection - Before First Use and at Each Preventive Maintenance

InspectionInspection
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1.1. Visually inspect forks for cracks, Visually inspect forks for cracks, especially in the heel section, around the mountingespecially in the heel section, around the mounting
brackets, and all weld areas. Inspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent or twistedbrackets, and all weld areas. Inspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent or twisted

blades and shanks.blades and shanks.

2.2. Make sure positioning lock is in place and working. Lock the forks in position beforeMake sure positioning lock is in place and working. Lock the forks in position before

using the truck.using the truck.

3.3. Remove all defective forks from service.Remove all defective forks from service.

12 Month Inspection12 Month Inspection

Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12 Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12 months. If the truck is being usedmonths. If the truck is being used

in a multi - shift in a multi - shift or heavy duty operation, they should be checked every six months.or heavy duty operation, they should be checked every six months.

Maintenance and RepairMaintenance and Repair

1.1. Repair forks only in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations. MostRepair forks only in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations. Most
repairs or modifications should be done only by the original manufacturer of the forksrepairs or modifications should be done only by the original manufacturer of the forks
or an expert knowledgeable of the materials, design, welding and heat treatmentor an expert knowledgeable of the materials, design, welding and heat treatment
process.process.

2.2. The following repairs or The following repairs or modifications SHOULD NOT be attempted.modifications SHOULD NOT be attempted.

   Flame cutting holes or cut-outs in fork Flame cutting holes or cut-outs in fork blades.blades.
   Welding on brackets or Welding on brackets or new mounting hangers.new mounting hangers.

   Repairing cracks or other damage by welding.Repairing cracks or other damage by welding.
   Bending or rBending or resetting.esetting.

3.3. The following repairs MAY be performed.The following repairs MAY be performed.

Forks may be sanded or lightly ground, to remove rust, corrosion or minor defectsForks may be sanded or lightly ground, to remove rust, corrosion or minor defects
from the surfaces.from the surfaces.

4.4. A fork should be load tested before being returned to service on completion ofA fork should be load tested before being returned to service on completion of
repairs authorized and repairs authorized and done in done in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendationsaccordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations..  
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Switch on the MachineSwitch on the Machine

Prestart ConditionsPrestart Conditions

Engage the parking brake, if not already Engage the parking brake, if not already engaged. Place the direction change lever inengaged. Place the direction change lever in
the NEUTRAL position.the NEUTRAL position.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not leave the key in ON Do not leave the key in ON position when machiposition when machine is NOT operating.ne is NOT operating.

After switch on the MachineAfter switch on the Machine

Observe all indicator lights and BDI frequently during operation, to make sure allObserve all indicator lights and BDI frequently during operation, to make sure all
systems are working properly.systems are working properly.

1.1.   Battery charging status, HMR and fault codes will displayed in Battery charging status, HMR and fault codes will displayed in the screen.the screen.

2.2.   Red to green LED’s will show the battery charge status.Red to green LED’s will show the battery charge status.  

3.3.   Two type Hour meter readings are normally displayed, total operation hours andTwo type Hour meter readings are normally displayed, total operation hours and
traction hours.traction hours.

4.4.   Fault code may displayed during any malfunction or failure of components,Fault code may displayed during any malfunction or failure of components,
example fault code 47 is sequential error due to switch on the machine withexample fault code 47 is sequential error due to switch on the machine with
direction change lever not in neutral and fault code 73 is motor speed sensingdirection change lever not in neutral and fault code 73 is motor speed sensing
failure.failure.

5.5.   Should not discharge batteries more than 80 %.Machine hoist operation will beShould not discharge batteries more than 80 %.Machine hoist operation will be

stopped at 80% stopped at 80% battery discharge.battery discharge.

BatteryBattery

DischargeDischarge

Indicator (BDI)Indicator (BDI)

Status displayStatus display
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Lift Truck OperationLift Truck Operation

1.1. Switch on the machine. SeeSwitch on the machine. See topic “Switch on the Machinetopic “Switch on the Machine” ” ..

2.2. Push down on the service brake pedal to hold the lift truck until ready to move it.Push down on the service brake pedal to hold the lift truck until ready to move it.

3.3. Release the parking brake.Release the parking brake.

NOTE: The parking brake NOTE: The parking brake must be released before the directional control can be used.must be released before the directional control can be used.

4.4. Select the direction of travel by Select the direction of travel by pushing the directional lever FORWARD for forwardpushing the directional lever FORWARD for forwarddirection or by pulling the direction or by pulling the lever BACK for reverse direction.lever BACK for reverse direction.
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A lift truck with the motor running but without an operator can move slowlyA lift truck with the motor running but without an operator can move slowly

(creep) if the direction switch is engaged.(creep) if the direction switch is engaged.

This could result in personal injury.This could result in personal injury.

Always place the direction shift lever in the NEUTRAL (centre) position and applyAlways place the direction shift lever in the NEUTRAL (centre) position and apply
the parking brake before dismounting the lift truck.the parking brake before dismounting the lift truck.

5.5. Release the service brake.Release the service brake.

6.6. Push down on the accelerator pedal to Push down on the accelerator pedal to obtain the desired travel speed. Release theobtain the desired travel speed. Release the
pedal to decrease travel speed.pedal to decrease travel speed.

Sudden reversal of a loaded lift truck travelling forward can cause the load to fallSudden reversal of a loaded lift truck travelling forward can cause the load to fall
or the lift truck to tip.or the lift truck to tip.

Failure to comply could result in personal injury.Failure to comply could result in personal injury.

Stop the loaded lift truck completely, before shifting to reverse.Stop the loaded lift truck completely, before shifting to reverse.

7.7. To change the lift truck direction of travel, To change the lift truck direction of travel, release the accelerator pedal.release the accelerator pedal.

8.8. Push down on the service brake pedal Push down on the service brake pedal to reduce the lift truck speed to reduce the lift truck speed as necessary.as necessary.  

9.9. Change the direction, slowly push down on the accelerator pedal as the lift truckChange the direction, slowly push down on the accelerator pedal as the lift truck
changes direction.changes direction.

10.10. Continue to push down on the accelerator pedal to obtain the desired travel speContinue to push down on the accelerator pedal to obtain the desired travel speed.ed.

11.11. To stop the lift truck when travelling in either direction, release the acceleratorTo stop the lift truck when travelling in either direction, release the accelerator
pedal.pedal.

12.12. Push down on the service brake pedal and bring the lift truck to a smooth stop.Push down on the service brake pedal and bring the lift truck to a smooth stop.
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Operating TechniquesOperating Techniques  

Inching into LoadsInching into Loads

1.1. Move the lift truck slowly FORWAMove the lift truck slowly FORWARD into position and engage the load. The lift truckRD into position and engage the load. The lift truck
should be square with load, forks spaced evenly between pallet stringers and as farshould be square with load, forks spaced evenly between pallet stringers and as far
apart as load apart as load permits.permits.

2.2. Move the lift truck forward until Move the lift truck forward until the load touches the carriage.the load touches the carriage.

Lifting the LoadLifting the Load

1.1. Lift the load carefully and Lift the load carefully and tilt the mast back a tilt the mast back a short distance.short distance.

2.2. Tilt the mast further back to Tilt the mast further back to cradle the load.cradle the load.  
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3.3. Operate the lift truck in reverse until the Operate the lift truck in reverse until the load is clear load is clear of the other material.of the other material.

4.4. Lower the cradled load to the travel Lower the cradled load to the travel position.position.

NOTE: Lift and tilt speeds are controlled by motor rpm.NOTE: Lift and tilt speeds are controlled by motor rpm.  

Travelling With the LoadTravelling With the Load

NOTICENOTICE

Travel with the load Travel with the load as low as as low as possible, while still maintaining ground clearancepossible, while still maintaining ground clearance..

1.1. Travel with the load uphill on upgrades and Travel with the load uphill on upgrades and downgrades.downgrades.
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2.2. for better vision, travel in reverse for better vision, travel in reverse with bulky loads.with bulky loads.

UnloadingUnloading

1.1. Move the lift truck into the unloading position.Move the lift truck into the unloading position.  
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2.2. Tilt the mast FORWARD only when directly over the Tilt the mast FORWARD only when directly over the unloading area.unloading area.

Do not tilt the Do not tilt the mast forward with the load unless mast forward with the load unless directly over the unloading area,directly over the unloading area,
even if the power is off.even if the power is off.

1.1. Deposit the load & back Deposit the load & back carefully to disengage the forkscarefully to disengage the forks
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4.4. Lower carriage & fork Lower carriage & fork to the travel position or to to the travel position or to the park position.the park position.  

TurningTurning

1.1. When turning sharp corners, keep close to the When turning sharp corners, keep close to the inside corner. Begin the turn wheninside corner. Begin the turn when
the inside drive wheel meets the corner.the inside drive wheel meets the corner.

2.2. In narrow aisles, keep away from the stockpile when turning into the aisle. AllowIn narrow aisles, keep away from the stockpile when turning into the aisle. Allow

for for counterwecounterweight swing.ight swing.
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Lifting Drums or Round ObjectsLifting Drums or Round Objects

1.1. Block drums or round objects. Tilt the mast FORWARD and slide the fork tips alongBlock drums or round objects. Tilt the mast FORWARD and slide the fork tips along
the floor to get under the floor to get under the load.the load.

2.2. Before lifting, tilt the mast BACK slightly until the load Before lifting, tilt the mast BACK slightly until the load is cradled on the forks.is cradled on the forks.
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Operating in open areaOperating in open area

Keep the following points in mind when you operate Keep the following points in mind when you operate the lift truck in the lift truck in open area.open area.

1.1. Floor surface should be plane and without any Floor surface should be plane and without any water clogging.water clogging.

2.2. Should not operate the machine in wet floor or exposed to Should not operate the machine in wet floor or exposed to rain water.rain water.

Parking the Lift TruckParking the Lift Truck

1.1. Park in an authorized area only. Do not block traffic.Park in an authorized area only. Do not block traffic.

2.2. Place the direction shift in Place the direction shift in NEUTRAL.NEUTRAL.

3.3. Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

4.4. Lower the forks to the ground.Lower the forks to the ground.

5.5. Turn the key switch to the Turn the key switch to the OFF position and remove the key.OFF position and remove the key.
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Towing InformationTowing Information

Personal injury or death could result when towing a disabled lift truckPersonal injury or death could result when towing a disabled lift truck
incorrectly.incorrectly.

Block the lift truck wheels to Block the lift truck wheels to prevent movement before releasiprevent movement before releasing the brakes. Theng the brakes. The
lift truck can roll free if it is not blocked.lift truck can roll free if it is not blocked.

Follow the recommendations below, to properly perform the Follow the recommendations below, to properly perform the towing procedure.towing procedure.  

These towing instructions are for moving a These towing instructions are for moving a disabled lift truck a disabled lift truck a short distance, at lowshort distance, at low
speed, no faster than 2 km/h (speed, no faster than 2 km/h (1.1.2 mph), to a convenient location for repair. These2 mph), to a convenient location for repair. These
instructions are for emergencies only. Always haul the lift truck if instructions are for emergencies only. Always haul the lift truck if long distance movinglong distance moving
is required.is required.

Shield must be provided on the towing lift truck to protect the operator if the tow lineShield must be provided on the towing lift truck to protect the operator if the tow line
or bar should break.or bar should break.

Do not allow riders on the lift truck being towed unless the operator can control theDo not allow riders on the lift truck being towed unless the operator can control the
steering and/or braking.steering and/or braking.

Before towing, make sure the tow line or bar is in good condition and has enoughBefore towing, make sure the tow line or bar is in good condition and has enough
strength for the towing situation involvedstrength for the towing situation involved. Use a towing line or . Use a towing line or bar with a strength ofbar with a strength of
at leastat least 1.1.5 times the gross weight of the towing lift 5 times the gross weight of the towing lift truck for a disabled lift truck truck for a disabled lift truck stuckstuck
in the mud or when towing on a grade.in the mud or when towing on a grade.

Keep the tow line angle to a minimum. Do not exceed a 30Keep the tow line angle to a minimum. Do not exceed a 30  degreedegree  angle from theangle from the
straight ahead position. Connect the tow line as low as possible on the lift truck thatstraight ahead position. Connect the tow line as low as possible on the lift truck that
is being towed.is being towed.

Quick lift truck movement could overload the tow line or bar and cause it to break.Quick lift truck movement could overload the tow line or bar and cause it to break.
Gradual and smooth lift truck Gradual and smooth lift truck movement will work better.movement will work better.

Normally, the towing lift truck should be as large as the disabled lift truck. SatisfyNormally, the towing lift truck should be as large as the disabled lift truck. Satisfy
yourself that the towing lift truck has enough brake capacity, weight and power, toyourself that the towing lift truck has enough brake capacity, weight and power, to
control both lift trucks for the grade control both lift trucks for the grade and the distance involved.and the distance involved.

To provide sufficient control and braking To provide sufficient control and braking when moving a disabled lift when moving a disabled lift truck downhill, atruck downhill, a
larger towing lift truck or larger towing lift truck or additional lift trucks connected to the rear additional lift trucks connected to the rear could be required.could be required.
This will This will prevent uncontrolled rolling.prevent uncontrolled rolling.

The different situation requirements cannot be given as minimal towing lift truckThe different situation requirements cannot be given as minimal towing lift truck
capacity is required on smooth level surfaces to capacity is required on smooth level surfaces to maximum on inclines or poor maximum on inclines or poor surfacesurface

conditions.conditions.
Consult your VOLTAS Lift Tuck dealer Consult your VOLTAS Lift Tuck dealer for towing a disabled lift truck.for towing a disabled lift truck.
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1.1. Release the parking brake.Release the parking brake.

NOTICENOTICE

Release the parking brake to prevent excessive wear and damage to the parking brakeRelease the parking brake to prevent excessive wear and damage to the parking brake
system.system.

2.2. Check that the service brake pedal is Check that the service brake pedal is released.released.

3.3. Key switch is in the Key switch is in the OFF position.OFF position.

4.4. Direction control lever is in neutral.Direction control lever is in neutral.

5.5. Fasten the tow bar to the Fasten the tow bar to the lift truck.lift truck.

6.6. Remove the wheel blocks. Tow the lift truck Remove the wheel blocks. Tow the lift truck slowly.slowly.

Do not tow anything faster than 2 km/h (1.2 mph).Do not tow anything faster than 2 km/h (1.2 mph).

Be sure all necessary repairs and Be sure all necessary repairs and adjustments have been made before a lift tadjustments have been made before a lift truckruck

that has been towed to a service area is pthat has been towed to a service area is put back into operation.ut back into operation.
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LUBICATION CHARTLUBICATION CHART

Recommended LubricantsRecommended Lubricants
Models:- Models:- EVX EVX 20-30 20-30 MaxMax

System System Specs Specs ViscosityViscosity
Indian OilIndian Oil
CorpCorp

BharatBharat
PetroleumPetroleum

CastrolCastrol

Hydraulic OilHydraulic Oil SAE 68SAE 68
ISO VGISO VG
6868

ServoServo
PremiumPremium
CF4 15W 40CF4 15W 40

Bharat UltraBharat Ultra
Supreme 68Supreme 68

Castrol 68Castrol 68

GreaseGrease EPL 2EPL 2 S.Gem S.Gem EP EP 2 2 LANTHAX LANTHAX EP EP 22

Castrol BallCastrol Ball

BearingBearing
EPL 2EPL 2
GreaseGrease

Brake {MasterBrake {Master
Cyl. Opr Only}Cyl. Opr Only}

DOT3 /DOT3 /
DOT4DOT4

J 1703J 1703
Servo BrakeServo Brake
fluidfluid

Mak Brake fluidMak Brake fluid
CastrolCastrol
Brake fluidBrake fluid
Dot 3Dot 3

Drive axleDrive axle
HousingHousing

 API - GL 5  API - GL 5 85W 14085W 140

S.GEAR HPS.GEAR HP

85 W 14085 W 140
SPIROL EP 85SPIROL EP 85

W 140W 140
Diff oil LsxDiff oil Lsx
85 W 14085 W 140
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULEMAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Schedule Changes along with the specified filtersSchedule Changes along with the specified filters

System System Schedule Schedule change change QuantityQuantity

Hydraulic OilHydraulic Oil Every Every 2000 2000 Hrs Hrs 30 30 LtrLtr

GreaseGrease Lubricate Lubricate every every 250 250 Hrs Hrs 300 300 GmsGms

Drive axle Housing oilDrive axle Housing oil Every Every 1000 1000 Hrs Hrs 6 6 LtrLtr
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When RequiredWhen Required

You must read and understand the warnings and You must read and understand the warnings and instructions before performinginstructions before performing
any operation or any operation or maintenance procedures.maintenance procedures.  

Operator’s Seat, Hood Latch & Support CylinderOperator’s Seat, Hood Latch & Support Cylinder  

Check/LubricateCheck/Lubricate

1.1. Check the operation of the seat adjuster rod. Make sure that the seat slides freelyCheck the operation of the seat adjuster rod. Make sure that the seat slides freely

on its track. Lightly oil the seat slider tracks if necessary.on its track. Lightly oil the seat slider tracks if necessary.

22. Pull the hood . Pull the hood to raise the hood and seat assembly. Push to raise the hood and seat assembly. Push the hood support cylinderthe hood support cylinder

to close hood and to close hood and seat assembly. Make certain the support cylinder will seat assembly. Make certain the support cylinder will hold the hoodhold the hood
open.open.

33. Lightly oil the hood . Lightly oil the hood hinge mechanism.hinge mechanism.
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Fuses, Bulbs and Circuit Fuses, Bulbs and Circuit BreakerBreaker

Replace/ResetReplace/Reset

FusesFuses

NOTE: If a fuse filament separates, use only the same type and size fuses forNOTE: If a fuse filament separates, use only the same type and size fuses for
replacement. If the filament in a new fuse separates, have the circuits and replacement. If the filament in a new fuse separates, have the circuits and instrumentinstrumentss
checked.checked.

NOTICENOTICE

Always replace fuses with ones of the Always replace fuses with ones of the correct ampere rating.correct ampere rating.

Remove the front cover from the Remove the front cover from the fuse box located in control panel.fuse box located in control panel.

Check the fuses. Use a Check the fuses. Use a flashlight, if necessary.flashlight, if necessary.  

Fuses are identified as follows:Fuses are identified as follows:

10A glass fuse is for lights.10A glass fuse is for lights.
250A fuse is for traction250A fuse is for traction
355A fuse is for 355A fuse is for hoist/steehoist/steering.ring.  

BulbsBulbs

Bulbs are identified as follows:Bulbs are identified as follows:

Voltage and wattage is important to identify suitable bulbs.Voltage and wattage is important to identify suitable bulbs.

FuseFuse – –Protects an electrical circuit from an overload .Opens (filamentProtects an electrical circuit from an overload .Opens (filament

separates ) if an overload occurs .separates ) if an overload occurs .
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DIAGNOSTICS AND DIAGNOSTICS AND TROUBLESHOOTINTROUBLESHOOTINGG  

The 1236/38 controller detects a wide variety of faults The 1236/38 controller detects a wide variety of faults or error conditions. Faults can beor error conditions. Faults can be  
detected by the operating system or by detected by the operating system or by the VCL code. This section describes the fthe VCL code. This section describes the faultsaults  
detected by the operating system. Faults detected by VCL code detected by the operating system. Faults detected by VCL code (faults 51(faults 51 – –67 in Table67 in Table  
5) cannot be defined here as they 5) cannot be defined here as they will vary from application to application. Refer to thewill vary from application to application. Refer to the  
appropriate OEM documenappropriate OEM documentation for information on tation for information on these faults.these faults.

DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Diagnostics informatioDiagnostics information can be n can be obtained in either of two ways: (1) by obtained in either of two ways: (1) by reading the displayreading the display  
on a 1311 programmer or (2) by observing the on a 1311 programmer or (2) by observing the fault codes issued by the Status LEDs.fault codes issued by the Status LEDs.  
See Table 4 for a See Table 4 for a summary of LED display formats. The 1311 programmer will displaysummary of LED display formats. The 1311 programmer will display  
all faults that are currently set as well as a all faults that are currently set as well as a history of the faults that have been set sincehistory of the faults that have been set since  
the history log was last the history log was last cleared. The 1311 displays the faults by name. The cleared. The 1311 displays the faults by name. The pair of LEDspair of LEDs  
built into the controller (one red, one built into the controller (one red, one yellow) produce flash codes displaying all theyellow) produce flash codes displaying all the  
currently set faults in a currently set faults in a repeating cycle. Each code consists of two digits. repeating cycle. Each code consists of two digits. The red LEDThe red LED  
flashes once to indicate that the first digit of the code will follow; the yellow LED thenflashes once to indicate that the first digit of the code will follow; the yellow LED then  
flashes the appropriate number of times for the first flashes the appropriate number of times for the first digit. The red LED flashes twice todigit. The red LED flashes twice to  
indicate that the second digit of indicate that the second digit of the code will follow; the yellow the code will follow; the yellow LED flashes theLED flashes the  
appropriate numbappropriate number of times fer of times for the second digit.or the second digit.

Example: Battery Under voltage (code 23).Example: Battery Under voltage (code 23).
  

In the Fault menu of the 1311 programmer, the wordsIn the Fault menu of the 1311 programmer, the words  

The numerical codes used by the yellow LED are The numerical codes used by the yellow LED are listed in the troubleshooting chartlisted in the troubleshooting chart  
(Table 5), which also lists possible fault causes (Table 5), which also lists possible fault causes and describes the conditions that setand describes the conditions that set  
and clear each fault.and clear each fault.  

Summary of LED display formatsSummary of LED display formats  

The two LEDs have four The two LEDs have four different display modes, indicating the type of information theydifferent display modes, indicating the type of information they  
are providing.are providing.  
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Electric Motor (DC) Electric Motor (DC) maintenancemaintenance

DC motors have characteristics which can cause serious or fatal injuryDC motors have characteristics which can cause serious or fatal injuryunless they are unless they are selected, installed, maintained and operated by qualifiedselected, installed, maintained and operated by qualified
personnel familiar with special requirements of DC machines.personnel familiar with special requirements of DC machines.

To guard against personal injury or death, ensure that all power to theTo guard against personal injury or death, ensure that all power to the
motor has been removed and the motor shaft is stationary. Brushesmotor has been removed and the motor shaft is stationary. Brushes
must not be touched or replaced while motor is energized or rotating.must not be touched or replaced while motor is energized or rotating.

 _____ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Regular inspection at intervals dependent upon service conditions is the bestRegular inspection at intervals dependent upon service conditions is the best
insurance against costly maintenance and insurance against costly maintenance and breakdown. Record inspection resultsbreakdown. Record inspection results
and maintenance action required or and maintenance action required or performed.performed.

1.1.   Check the carbon brush wear limit and Check the carbon brush wear limit and pattern.pattern.

2.2.   Check commutator slot and clean when found clogged with dust, Check commutator slot and clean when found clogged with dust, presence ofpresence of
dust will eventually favour more wear.dust will eventually favour more wear.

Damaged Damaged commutator commutator Good Good commutatorcommutator

3.3.   Carbon brush holder spring tension should be equal on all carbon brushesCarbon brush holder spring tension should be equal on all carbon brushes
associated with that particular motor. The brush holders in all associated with that particular motor. The brush holders in all motors aremotors are
often constant pressure design and do not require nor are capable ofoften constant pressure design and do not require nor are capable of
adjustment over the life of adjustment over the life of the brushes.the brushes.

4.4.   Ensure all motor connections are tight Ensure all motor connections are tight (internal/external(internal/external).).

5.5.   Brushes and brush-holderBrushes and brush-holders should be s should be clean so that the clean so that the brushes are free tobrushes are free to
move in the holders.move in the holders.
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6.6.   Replace brushes with new brushes of the same grade before wear permitsReplace brushes with new brushes of the same grade before wear permits
the rivet or tamped pigtail to score the commutator. It is best to change outthe rivet or tamped pigtail to score the commutator. It is best to change out
complete set.complete set.

7.7.   Fit the face of new brushes to Fit the face of new brushes to the contour of the commutator with sandpapthe contour of the commutator with sandpaperer
only, no emery abrasive. Keep brush lead (pigtail) connections tight.only, no emery abrasive. Keep brush lead (pigtail) connections tight.
Replacement brushes should have sleeved pigtails.Replacement brushes should have sleeved pigtails.

8.8.   A commutator in good condition is clean and smooth with a medium polishA commutator in good condition is clean and smooth with a medium polish
and a light brown colour. Keep clean by occasionally wiping with a canvasand a light brown colour. Keep clean by occasionally wiping with a canvas
pad. Use no lubricant or emery abrasive. If a commutator becomes rough, itpad. Use no lubricant or emery abrasive. If a commutator becomes rough, it
needs to be needs to be resurfacedresurfaced. Roughness can be . Roughness can be easily detected with the machineeasily detected with the machine
running by resting a pencil-like rod of running by resting a pencil-like rod of insulating material (dry wood) on oneinsulating material (dry wood) on one
of the brushes. In of the brushes. In mild cases, a commutator dressing stone can be used.mild cases, a commutator dressing stone can be used.
Very rough or out of round commutators require turning in a lathe. In everyVery rough or out of round commutators require turning in a lathe. In every
case, maintain concentricity and remove the case, maintain concentricity and remove the minimum material required forminimum material required for
proper clean up.proper clean up.

9.9.   Intermittent sparkiIntermittent sparking due to ng due to overloads or slight visible sparking does notoverloads or slight visible sparking does not
necessarilnecessarily indicate poor y indicate poor commutation. Poor commutation exists when therecommutation. Poor commutation exists when there
is excessive sparking requiring abnormal maintenance. Every case ofis excessive sparking requiring abnormal maintenance. Every case of

excessive sparkexcessive sparking should be investigated to ing should be investigated to determine the cause and correctdetermine the cause and correct
it.it.

10.For long life, keep windings clean and dry. Dirt or dust can be removed by10.For long life, keep windings clean and dry. Dirt or dust can be removed by
wiping them with a clean wiping them with a clean cloth, by blowing with clean, dry, cloth, by blowing with clean, dry, low pressure airlow pressure air
or by vacuum cleaner. Oil or or by vacuum cleaner. Oil or grease can be removed with a grease can be removed with a cloth moistenedcloth moistened
with mineral solvent. Be sure not to get any solvent on the with mineral solvent. Be sure not to get any solvent on the commutator andcommutator and
observe all product warnings.observe all product warnings.
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Tires and WheelsTires and Wheels

Servicing and Servicing and changing tires changing tires and rims and rims can be can be dangerous and dangerous and should beshould be

done done only only by by trained trained personnel personnel using using proper proper tools tools and and procedures.procedures.

If correct If correct procedures are procedures are not followed not followed while while servicing tires servicing tires and rims, and rims, thethe

assemblies could assemblies could burst burst with with explosive explosive force force and and cause cause serious serious physical physical injuryinjury
or death.or death.

Follow carefully the specific information provided by your tire servicing man orFollow carefully the specific information provided by your tire servicing man or
dealer.dealer.

Check Inflation and DamageCheck Inflation and Damage

Inspect tyres for wear, cuts, gouges and foreign objects. Look for bent rims andInspect tyres for wear, cuts, gouges and foreign objects. Look for bent rims and
correct seating of locking ring.correct seating of locking ring.

Check tirCheck tires for proper inflation. See “Tyre es for proper inflation. See “Tyre Inflation Pressures” Inflation Pressures”   

..
To inflate tires always use To inflate tires always use a clip-on chuck with a a clip-on chuck with a minimum 60 cm (24 minimum 60 cm (24 inches) lengthinches) length
of hose to an inline valve and gauge.of hose to an inline valve and gauge.

Always stand behind the tread of the tyre. NOT in front of the rim.Always stand behind the tread of the tyre. NOT in front of the rim.

Do NOT reflate a tyre that has been run while flat or underinflated, without firstDo NOT reflate a tyre that has been run while flat or underinflated, without first
checking to make sure the locking ring on the rchecking to make sure the locking ring on the rim is not damaged and is im is not damaged and is in the correctin the correct
position.position.

When tires are changed, be sure to clean all rim parts and, if necessary, repaint toWhen tires are changed, be sure to clean all rim parts and, if necessary, repaint to
stop detrimental effects of corrosion. Sand blasting is recommended for removal ofstop detrimental effects of corrosion. Sand blasting is recommended for removal of
rust.rust.

Check all components carefully and replace any cracked, badly worn,Check all components carefully and replace any cracked, badly worn,
damaged and severely rusted or corroded parts with new parts of the samedamaged and severely rusted or corroded parts with new parts of the same
size and type. If there is size and type. If there is any doubt, replace with new parts.any doubt, replace with new parts.

Do NOT, under any circumstances, attempt to rework, weld, and heat or braze anyDo NOT, under any circumstances, attempt to rework, weld, and heat or braze any
rim rim componencomponents.ts.
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Wheel BoltsWheel Bolts  

Check TightnessCheck Tightness

Rear Steer WheelsRear Steer Wheels

1.1. Inspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequence opposite each otherInspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequence opposite each other

Drive WheelsDrive Wheels

2.2. Inspect tightness of wheel nuts in a sequence opposite each otherInspect tightness of wheel nuts in a sequence opposite each other
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Every 10 Service Hours or DailyEvery 10 Service Hours or Daily  

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in theYou must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the
Safety section of this manual, before performing any operation or maintenanceSafety section of this manual, before performing any operation or maintenance

 procedures. procedures.

Walk-Around InspectionWalk-Around Inspection

For maximum service life of the lift truck, make a thorough walk-around inspection.For maximum service life of the lift truck, make a thorough walk-around inspection.
Look around and under the truck for such items as loose or missing bolts, debris orLook around and under the truck for such items as loose or missing bolts, debris or
dirt build up, fuel, oil or coolant leaks and cut or dirt build up, fuel, oil or coolant leaks and cut or gouged tires.gouged tires.

Have any repairs made and debris removed, as needed.Have any repairs made and debris removed, as needed.

1.1. Inspect the tyres and wheels for cuts, gouges, foreign objects, inflation pressureInspect the tyres and wheels for cuts, gouges, foreign objects, inflation pressure
and loose or missing bolts.and loose or missing bolts.

2.2. Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, broken links, pins and loose rollers.broken links, pins and loose rollers.

3.3. Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn hoses or damaged lines.Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn hoses or damaged lines.

4.4. Look for transmission and drive axle leaks on the lift truck and on the ground.Look for transmission and drive axle leaks on the lift truck and on the ground.

5.5. Inspect the operatorInspect the operator’ ’ s compartment for loose s compartment for loose items and cleanliness.items and cleanliness.

6.6.   Inspect the instrument panel for broken gauges and BDI.Inspect the instrument panel for broken gauges and BDI.

7.7. Test the horn and other safety devices for Test the horn and other safety devices for proper operation.proper operation.

9.9. Inspect Battery compartment for electrolyte Inspect Battery compartment for electrolyte leaks.leaks.

10.10. Inspect the forks.Inspect the forks.
   Visually inspect forks for cracks, especially in the heel section, aroundVisually inspect forks for cracks, especially in the heel section, around

the mounting brackets, and all weld areas.the mounting brackets, and all weld areas.
   Inspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent or twisted blades andInspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent or twisted blades and

shanks.shanks.

   Make sure positioning lock is in Make sure positioning lock is in place and working.place and working.
Lock the forks in position before using the truck. See “Forks” in “EveryLock the forks in position before using the truck. See “Forks” in “Every
2000 Service Hours or 12000 Service Hours or 1 Year”.Year”.  

   Remove all defective forks from service.Remove all defective forks from service.
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Traction BatteryTraction Battery

Measure electrolyte LevelMeasure electrolyte Level

1.1. Raise the hood and seat assembly.Raise the hood and seat assembly.  

Battery Battery electrolyte electrolyte and componenand components can cats can cause personal use personal injury. injury. Do not aDo not allowllow
electrolyte and battery termelectrolyte and battery terminals to contact skin or inals to contact skin or metal tools.metal tools.

Recommended level for top up is 5mm above separator ,Never top up more thanRecommended level for top up is 5mm above separator ,Never top up more than
5mm above the separators5mm above the separators  

Weekly maintenanceWeekly maintenance

DifferentiaDifferential l (Drive axle)(Drive axle)

Measure Oil LevelMeasure Oil Level

Stop the machine and apply parking brake, lift up Stop the machine and apply parking brake, lift up the fork to safe height and pthe fork to safe height and place safetylace safety
support to mast.support to mast.

Remove the level plug in the drive axle housing, maintain the oil level up to level plugRemove the level plug in the drive axle housing, maintain the oil level up to level plug
bottom level.bottom level.
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Hydraulic TankHydraulic Tank

Measure Oil LevelMeasure Oil Level

Keep the mast fully down allow the fork to rest on level ground and off the machineKeep the mast fully down allow the fork to rest on level ground and off the machine
,maintain the tank oil level up to the recommended level marking on the dipstick .,maintain the tank oil level up to the recommended level marking on the dipstick .

Traction BatteryTraction Battery

Measure leakage voltage Level and wash tMeasure leakage voltage Level and wash the batteryhe battery

1.1. Raise the hood and seat assembly.Raise the hood and seat assembly.  

Battery electrolyte and components can cause personal injury, water comingBattery electrolyte and components can cause personal injury, water coming

from the battery after washing is hazardous, do the washing only infrom the battery after washing is hazardous, do the washing only in
recommended place.recommended place.

Allowable maximum leakage voltage on the battery compartment/machine frameAllowable maximum leakage voltage on the battery compartment/machine frame
is 10V ,battery washing to be done if it is above or is 10V ,battery washing to be done if it is above or equal to 10V.equal to 10V.

Remove the battery from the machine ,refer “Battery handling” ,andRemove the battery from the machine ,refer “Battery handling” ,and carry outcarry out
washing with normal tap water with caustic soda .washing with normal tap water with caustic soda .

Battery should be placed on wooden/plastic pallet for washing ,shouldBattery should be placed on wooden/plastic pallet for washing ,should
not be on metal surface .not be on metal surface .  

The water flow should be continued till all the precipitate clears out of the batteryThe water flow should be continued till all the precipitate clears out of the battery
compartment. This can be ensured with colourless water coming out the base of thecompartment. This can be ensured with colourless water coming out the base of the
battery battery compartmencompartment.t.

Before putting back the battery back on the forklift, ensure that the battery has beenBefore putting back the battery back on the forklift, ensure that the battery has been
dried by blowing air.dried by blowing air.
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Mast ChannelsMast Channels

LubricateLubricate

The channels on the roller-type mast require a breaking period. Apply a light film ofThe channels on the roller-type mast require a breaking period. Apply a light film of
lubricant on the channels where the rollers ride. This lubricant on the channels where the rollers ride. This will prevent metal peel until thewill prevent metal peel until the
rollers set a pattern.rollers set a pattern.
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General Terms and conditions for WarrantyGeneral Terms and conditions for Warranty  

1. This equipment of KION India Pvt ltd is covered, for warranty up to 1 year from1. This equipment of KION India Pvt ltd is covered, for warranty up to 1 year from
the date of invoice or the date of invoice or 2000 hrs of operations (whichever is earlier) against2000 hrs of operations (whichever is earlier) against
material defect or any issue with material defect or any issue with workmanshiworkmanship.p.

2. Warranty is not applicable to any wear and tear items like fuses, bulbs, rubber2. Warranty is not applicable to any wear and tear items like fuses, bulbs, rubber
items, cosmetic parts and tyres etc.items, cosmetic parts and tyres etc.

3. Periodic maintenances and lubrication / 3. Periodic maintenances and lubrication / filter changes as prescribed byfilter changes as prescribed by
manufacturmanufacturer are to be er are to be done in time. Any deviation will result in denial ofdone in time. Any deviation will result in denial of
warranty. We also offer warranty. We also offer PMC (Preventive maintenance contract) duringPMC (Preventive maintenance contract) during
warranty period to address the total services of your machines.warranty period to address the total services of your machines.

4. Routine services like cleaning / 4. Routine services like cleaning / replacement of filters, greasing, oil-changreplacement of filters, greasing, oil-changes ases as
prescribed (apart from 50/100, 500, 1000 and 2000 hrs) etc to be done byprescribed (apart from 50/100, 500, 1000 and 2000 hrs) etc to be done by
customer with utmost care.customer with utmost care.

5. Customer to use 5. Customer to use only genuine parts of KION only genuine parts of KION India Pvt ltd and recommendedIndia Pvt ltd and recommended
lubricants.lubricants.

6. Any part replaced in warranty will be covered for warranty6. Any part replaced in warranty will be covered for warranty, up to the , up to the end ofend of
equipment warranty only.equipment warranty only.

7. Customer needs to return the 7. Customer needs to return the failed parts under warranty to dealer / KION Indiafailed parts under warranty to dealer / KION India
Pvt ltd.Pvt ltd.

8. Customer to ensure that the equipment is used as per its rated capacity and8. Customer to ensure that the equipment is used as per its rated capacity and
technical specification technical specification provided.provided.

9. All the safety aspects must be followed during the equipment operation.9. All the safety aspects must be followed during the equipment operation.

10. Any problem observed, must be reported to KION 10. Any problem observed, must be reported to KION India Pvt ltd / India Pvt ltd / dealerdealer
immediatelimmediately and equipment must not be run unless the same y and equipment must not be run unless the same is taken in writingis taken in writing
from KION India Pvt ltd / dealer.from KION India Pvt ltd / dealer.

11. No alterations to be done on the 11. No alterations to be done on the machine without the prior approvamachine without the prior approval of KIONl of KION
India Pvt ltd.India Pvt ltd.

12. Warranty is not transferable. If the equipment is sold, the warranty stands12. Warranty is not transferable. If the equipment is sold, the warranty stands

nullified with immediate effect.nullified with immediate effect.

13. KION India Pvt ltd 13. KION India Pvt ltd is not responsible for any is not responsible for any sort of consequential damagessort of consequential damages
 /claims / l /claims / losses arisiosses arising out of the ng out of the equipment supequipment supplied.plied.

14. Responsibility of KION India Pvt ltd is to see that the machine is put on road14. Responsibility of KION India Pvt ltd is to see that the machine is put on road
by arranging the parts and service. The same will be chargeable if the failure isby arranging the parts and service. The same will be chargeable if the failure is
out warranty or out warranty or not warrantable.not warrantable.

15. Operator must possess forklift driving license.15. Operator must possess forklift driving license.
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BUSINESS CENTREBUSINESS CENTRE  

CHENNAICHENNAI
Mr.Ranjith RanvindranMr.Ranjith Ranvindran

Clement SagayarajClement Sagayaraj

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

503, Anna Salai,503, Anna Salai,

Chennai-600018Chennai-600018

T: 044-66760322/0323T: 044-66760322/0323

T: 9790901706T: 9790901706

F:044-24342178F:044-24342178

E:E:  r.ranjith@voltas-mh.comr.ranjith@voltas-mh.com

E: clement.sagayaraj@voltas-mh.comE: clement.sagayaraj@voltas-mh.com

  

CHANDIGARHCHANDIGARH
Mr. Vijay KumarMr. Vijay Kumar

Pawan KumarPawan Kumar

Voltas Material Handling Private Limited.,Voltas Material Handling Private Limited.,

SCO 201-202-203, 2SCO 201-202-203, 2ndnd floor, Sector 34A, floor, Sector 34A,

Chandigarh 160022Chandigarh 160022

Tel: 079-66306600/6601Tel: 079-66306600/6601

Tel: 9501699333Tel: 9501699333

Fax: 079-66301199Fax: 079-66301199

E:E: vijay.kumar@voltas-mh.com vijay.kumar@voltas-mh.com

E: pawankumar.sharma@voltas-mh.comE: pawankumar.sharma@voltas-mh.com

  

BANGALOREBANGALORE
Mr. Ajith .T. S.Mr. Ajith .T. S.

Vinod CRVinod CR

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Prestige Blue Chip, Block 3, Ground Floor,Prestige Blue Chip, Block 3, Ground Floor,

No.9, Hosur Road, Bangalore-560029No.9, Hosur Road, Bangalore-560029

T: 080-67132539T: 080-67132539

T: 9740116334T: 9740116334

F: 080-22212769,22270172F: 080-22212769,22270172

E:E:  ajith.ts@voltas-mh.comajith.ts@voltas-mh.com

E: vinod.cr@voltas-mh.comE: vinod.cr@voltas-mh.com

  

KOCHIKOCHI
Mr. Agee KoshyMr. Agee Koshy

C I BabyC I Baby

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

Shema Building, Door No. 39/3608,Shema Building, Door No. 39/3608,

M.G. Road, Ravipuram,M.G. Road, Ravipuram,

Kochi-682016Kochi-682016

T: 0484-6605508/2359624T: 0484-6605508/2359624

T: 9747428666T: 9747428666

E:E:  agee.koshy@voltas-mh.comagee.koshy@voltas-mh.com

E: ci.baby@voltas-mh.comE: ci.baby@voltas-mh.com

  

NEW DELHINEW DELHI
Mr. Ashutosh ShuklaMr. Ashutosh Shukla

Sarjeet SinghSarjeet Singh

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas LtdVoltas Ltd

A 43 Mohan Co-op, Industrial Estate,A 43 Mohan Co-op, Industrial Estate,

Mathura road, New Delhi-110 044Mathura road, New Delhi-110 044

T: 011-66505511/5512T: 011-66505511/5512

T: 7840010263T: 7840010263

F: 011-26950022/26950081F: 011-26950022/26950081

E:E:  ashutosh.shukla@voltas-mh.comashutosh.shukla@voltas-mh.com

E: Sarjeet.Singh@voltas-mh.comE: Sarjeet.Singh@voltas-mh.com

SECUNDRABADSECUNDRABAD
Mr. G. Kiran kumarMr. G. Kiran kumar

AVP SastryAVP Sastry

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

87/D, Rashtrapathi Road,87/D, Rashtrapathi Road,

Secundrabad-500003.Secundrabad-500003.

T: 040-66746820/6821T: 040-66746820/6821

T: 9951066615T: 9951066615

F: 040-66203882F: 040-66203882

E:E:  kiran.kumar@voltas-mh.comkiran.kumar@voltas-mh.com

E: avp.sastry@voltas-mh.comE: avp.sastry@voltas-mh.com
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AHMEDABADAHMEDABAD
Mr. Abhishek GangulyMr. Abhishek Ganguly  

Umesh DesaiUmesh Desai

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

A-301 Shivalik Corporate Park, Behind IOC Pump,A-301 Shivalik Corporate Park, Behind IOC Pump,

132 Feet Ring Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad-132 Feet Ring Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad-

380015380015

Tel: 079-66306600/Tel: 079-66306600/

Tel: 9537305247Fax: 079-66301199Tel: 9537305247Fax: 079-66301199

E:E:  Abhishek.ganguly@volAbhishek.ganguly@voltas-mh.comtas-mh.com

E: umesh.desai@voltas-mh.comE: umesh.desai@voltas-mh.com

  

JAMSHEDPURJAMSHEDPUR
Mr. Chetak Kumar SamalMr. Chetak Kumar Samal

Rajnish SinghRajnish Singh

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

Voltas House, PO Box No 52Voltas House, PO Box No 52

Main Road, Bistupur, Jamshedpur-831011Main Road, Bistupur, Jamshedpur-831011

T: 0657-6518804T: 0657-6518804

T: 9835731657T: 9835731657

F: 0657-2432201F: 0657-2432201

E:E:  chetakkumar.samal@voltas-mh.comchetakkumar.samal@voltas-mh.com

E: rajnish.singh@voltas-mh.comE: rajnish.singh@voltas-mh.com

BHUBNESHWARBHUBNESHWAR
Mr. Dibya DassMr. Dibya Dass

Anand JhaAnand Jha

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

B-15, Arihant Plaza, 2B-15, Arihant Plaza, 2ndnd floor, floor,
Infront of OMFED office, Sahid nagar.Infront of OMFED office, Sahid nagar.

Bhubneshwar-751009Bhubneshwar-751009

T: 9178737311,T: 9178737311,

T: 9090964884T: 9090964884

F: 0674-2544920F: 0674-2544920

E:E:  dibya.dass@voltas-mh.comdibya.dass@voltas-mh.com

E: ak.jha@voltas-mh.comE: ak.jha@voltas-mh.com

  

JAIPURJAIPUR
Mr. Moti SinghMr. Moti Singh

Jasvir SinghJasvir Singh

Voltas Material Handling Private Limited.,Voltas Material Handling Private Limited.,

Voltas Limited.,Voltas Limited.,

61, Keshav Nagar,61, Keshav Nagar,

Hawa Sadak, Civil Lines,Hawa Sadak, Civil Lines,

Jaipur, RajasthanJaipur, Rajasthan

Tel: 0141-6541013Tel: 0141-6541013

Tel: 8440077088Tel: 8440077088

E:E:  Moti.Singh@voltas-mh.comMoti.Singh@voltas-mh.com

E: E: asasvivir.r.sisinn hh vovoltltasas-m-mh.h.cocomm

  

KOLKATAKOLKATA
Mr. Sandeep PaulMr. Sandeep Paul

Debashish RanaDebashish Rana

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

Gillander HouseGillander House

8, Netaji Subhash Road, Kolkata-700 0018, Netaji Subhash Road, Kolkata-700 001

T: 033-66266323/325T: 033-66266323/325

T: 9088026766T: 9088026766

F: 033-66266328F: 033-66266328

E:E:  sandeeppaul@voltas-mh.comsandeeppaul@voltas-mh.com

E: debashish.rana@voltas-mh.comE: debashish.rana@voltas-mh.com
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PUNEPUNE
Mr. Satyajit PattnaikMr. Satyajit Pattnaik

Mukund KoreMukund Kore

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

14, Mumbai-Pune Road,14, Mumbai-Pune Road,

Wakadewadi,Wakadewadi,
Pune-411093Pune-411093

T: 020-66046614/11T: 020-66046614/11

F: 020-66046600/601F: 020-66046600/601

E:E: satyajit.pattnaik@voltas-mh.comsatyajit.pattnaik@voltas-mh.com

NAGPURNAGPUR
Mr. Anubroto BoseMr. Anubroto Bose

Vijay PoteVijay Pote

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

NRmiit House, 280,NRmiit House, 280,

Off WHC Road, Bajaj Nagar,Off WHC Road, Bajaj Nagar,

Nagpur -440010Nagpur -440010

T: 0712-6454868T: 0712-6454868

F: 0712-2553814F: 0712-2553814

E:E: anubroto.bose@voltas-mh.comanubroto.bose@voltas-mh.com

MUMBAIMUMBAI
Mr. Vinod KambleMr. Vinod Kamble

Arihant PatilArihant Patil

Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Voltas Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.Voltas Ltd.

22ndnd Pokhran Road, PBox No. 72 Pokhran Road, PBox No. 72

Thane (W) -400601Thane (W) -400601

T: 022- 67920125T: 022- 67920125

F: 022- 67920164F: 022- 67920164

E:E:  vinod.kamble@voltas-mh.comvinod.kamble@voltas-mh.com  
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DEALERSDEALERS  

DELHIDELHI
Unity EarthtechUnity Earthtech

E-1/B-1 Extn, Mohan Co-operativeE-1/B-1 Extn, Mohan Co-operative

Industrial Area Mathura Road, NewIndustrial Area Mathura Road, New

Delhi- 110044Delhi- 110044

Col AnandCol Anand

Tel. +919711990460Tel. +919711990460

info@unityearthtech.cominfo@unityearthtech.com  

DELHIDELHI
Zyxel Logistics India Pvt. Ltd.Zyxel Logistics India Pvt. Ltd.

C151 Okhla Phase 1 Okhla industrialC151 Okhla Phase 1 Okhla industrial

AreaArea

New Delhi 110020New Delhi 110020

Mr. Rajeev AjmaniMr. Rajeev Ajmani

+91+91 – – 9899684448, 9899684448,

rajeev@zyxellogistics.comrajeev@zyxellogistics.com  

MUMBAIMUMBAI
Revival Engineers,Revival Engineers,  

No-3, Popatlal Chambers,No-3, Popatlal Chambers,

Danabunder, 4th Clive Cross Lane,Danabunder, 4th Clive Cross Lane,

Masjid, East, Mumbai-400009Masjid, East, Mumbai-400009
Mr. Jathin. JoseMr. Jathin. Jose

Tel 8108269859Tel 8108269859  

AURANGABADAURANGABAD
Trinity Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.Trinity Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.

1-101, Udyog Bharti Estate,1-101, Udyog Bharti Estate,

C Sector,MIDC, Waluj,C Sector,MIDC, Waluj,
Aurangabad-431133Aurangabad-431133

PUNEPUNE
Trinity Material Handling Pvt. LtdTrinity Material Handling Pvt. Ltd  

Gat No. 1339, ‘Shrinath Complex’Gat No. 1339, ‘Shrinath Complex’

Priyanka Nagari, Village Wagholi,Priyanka Nagari, Village Wagholi,

Taluka Haveli,Taluka Haveli,

PunePune – – 412207 412207

Mr. Nagesh NaiduMr. Nagesh Naidu

Tel 9922996271Tel 9922996271  

NAGPURNAGPUR
M/s. Sunfields Infratech Solutions,M/s. Sunfields Infratech Solutions,

II Floor, Bhaskar Bldg., Near MLAII Floor, Bhaskar Bldg., Near MLA

Hostel,Hostel,

Civil Lines, NagpurCivil Lines, Nagpur – – 440001 440001  
Call: 9552470007Call: 9552470007  
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HYDERABADHYDERABAD
The Mithra AgenciesThe Mithra Agencies

3-5-170/1/11&12 Narayanaguda , Hydrabad3-5-170/1/11&12 Narayanaguda , Hydrabad

HyderabadHyderabad

Mr. Surendra BabuMr. Surendra Babu

Tel: 040 Tel: 040 66662996 66662996 / 040 / 040 25768062576806

mithra.voltas@gmail.commithra.voltas@gmail.com  

JAMSHEDPURJAMSHEDPUR
Sidhartha Marketing CompanySidhartha Marketing Company

8,Rekhi Mansion(Opp. Rajhans8,Rekhi Mansion(Opp. Rajhans

Hotel)Hotel)

Diagonal Road, Bistupur,Diagonal Road, Bistupur,

JamshedpurJamshedpur

JharkhandJharkhand – – 831001 831001

Mr.Mr.  Siddharth AgrawalSiddharth Agrawal  

BANGALOREBANGALORE
Medhini Engineering ServicesMedhini Engineering Services

No.3, MathruNivas, No.3, MathruNivas, Uttaradi MUttaradi Mutt Road,utt Road,

Opp. Bank of Maharashtra, Shankarpuram,Opp. Bank of Maharashtra, Shankarpuram,

Bangalore-560 004Bangalore-560 004

Mr. PMr. Prasad / rasad / AnandAnand

Ph: 080-26672350Ph: 080-26672350

COCHINCOCHIN
CIN ZAC Sales And Service Pvt Ltd.CIN ZAC Sales And Service Pvt Ltd.

Cinzac Towers, Chittoor Road ,Cinzac Towers, Chittoor Road ,

Pachalam, Cochin - 682012Pachalam, Cochin - 682012

Mr. Joseph ZachariasMr. Joseph Zacharias

Tel: 0484-2395911Tel: 0484-2395911
sebastian@cinzac.insebastian@cinzac.in

INDOREINDORE
PM Projects Pvt. Ltd.PM Projects Pvt. Ltd.

B,-14, RatlamKothi,B,-14, RatlamKothi,

Anand Bhavan, 2nd Floor,Anand Bhavan, 2nd Floor,

Indore-452001Indore-452001

Mr. Sudhir ChelawatMr. Sudhir Chelawat
Tel 0731-4041373Tel 0731-4041373  

COIMBATORECOIMBATORE
Adhi Vinayagar EnterprisesAdhi Vinayagar Enterprises

No.199, Venkatasamy Road,No.199, Venkatasamy Road,

New SiddhapudurNew Siddhapudur,, Coimbatore - 641Coimbatore - 641

044.044.  

Ph.No.0422 2520277Ph.No.0422 2520277

Cell: 98422 15181,9842219965Cell: 98422 15181,9842219965  

CHENNAICHENNAI
GRAASS MHE Private LimitedGRAASS MHE Private Limited

No.3, MathruNivas, No.3, MathruNivas, Uttaradi MUttaradi Mutt Road,utt Road,

Opp. Bank of Maharashtra,Opp. Bank of Maharashtra,

Shankarpuram,Shankarpuram,

ChennaiChennai

Mr. S. SudhakarMr. S. Sudhakar

Ph: 8754576921Ph: 8754576921

sudhakar.s@graass.insudhakar.s@graass.in,,  

ramanathan.n@graass.inramanathan.n@graass.in  
VIJAYWADAVIJAYWADA
M/s. SRI SURYA SALES & SERVICES,M/s. SRI SURYA SALES & SERVICES,

55/10/13 1st Floor near AnilSwathi Press,55/10/13 1st Floor near AnilSwathi Press,

100 feet road Autonnagar,100 feet road Autonnagar,

Vijayawada-520007Vijayawada-520007

Mr. PrasadMr. Prasad

Tel: 9848112948 / 08662540205Tel: 9848112948 / 08662540205
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GUWAHATIGUWAHATI
Jorhat Engineering Sales & ServiceJorhat Engineering Sales & Service

MithaPukhuriRoad, Jorhat -785001MithaPukhuriRoad, Jorhat -785001

Modern Power Equipments,Modern Power Equipments,

411.P.B.Complex,A.T.Road,411.P.B.Complex,A.T.Road,

Guwahati-01, AssamGuwahati-01, Assam..

Mr. P BhattacharyaMr. P Bhattacharya

Tel 9435993430Tel 9435993430  

GOAGOA
A.S. EngineeringA.S. Engineering

#473,Brahman Krupa,#473,Brahman Krupa,

Near Raj Near Raj Vihar HousinVihar Housing, g, Dhawli,Dhawli,

Ponda, Ponda, Goa,-403401Goa,-403401

Tel 9850471387Tel 9850471387  

BHUBNESHWARBHUBNESHWAR
Swain DieselsSwain Diesels

LaxmisagarChhak, Cuttack RoadLaxmisagarChhak, Cuttack Road

Bhubaneswar-751006Bhubaneswar-751006

Mr. Arbind SwainMr. Arbind Swain
Phone-0674-2570142,6531278Phone-0674-2570142,6531278

Fax:0674-2570666Fax:0674-2570666

E-mail: swaindieselvmh@gmail.comE-mail: swaindieselvmh@gmail.com  

JAIPURJAIPUR
Hi-Growth Spares & ServicesHi-Growth Spares & Services

162-D Gangotri Nagar162-D Gangotri Nagar

Gopalpur By pass Near TrGopalpur By pass Near TriveniPuliaiveniPulia

Jaipur -302018Jaipur -302018

Mr. SirajMr. Siraj

Tel 8875017450Tel 8875017450  

KOLKATAKOLKATA
Matthews Industrial Equipment TradingMatthews Industrial Equipment Trading

Pvt. Ltd.Pvt. Ltd.

C/O Matthews & Company, 44-A, ParkC/O Matthews & Company, 44-A, Park

Mansion, Park Street, Kolkata - 700 016Mansion, Park Street, Kolkata - 700 016
Mr. Neelay RoyMr. Neelay Roy

Tel-033-40645200, 9830409149Tel-033-40645200, 9830409149  

JAIPURJAIPUR
Kota earth MoversKota earth Movers

162-D Gangotri Nagar162-D Gangotri Nagar

Gopalpur By pass Near TriveniPuliaGopalpur By pass Near TriveniPulia

Jaipur -302018Jaipur -302018

Mr. SirajMr. Siraj

Tel 8875017450Tel 8875017450  

AHMEDABADAHMEDABAD
Deccan Sales & Service Pvt. Ltd.Deccan Sales & Service Pvt. Ltd.

Block-A, 1st Floor, Shop No. 1to6, MamtaBlock-A, 1st Floor, Shop No. 1to6, Mamta

Complex, Near ONGC Well, Sarkhej SanandComplex, Near ONGC Well, Sarkhej Sanand

Road, Ahmedabad -382210Road, Ahmedabad -382210

Mr. Sandeep PatilMr. Sandeep Patil

Tel 8347009991Tel 8347009991  

VAPIVAPI
FB Varuna IndustriesFB Varuna Industries

Plot No.233,Plot No.233,

Opp.Harsha Engineering,Opp.Harsha Engineering,
B/H Bhagyoday Hotel,B/H Bhagyoday Hotel,
Sarkhej Bavla HighwaySarkhej Bavla Highway

 Ahmedabad Ahmedabad

Pin No 382210Pin No 382210

Mr.Bhupendra 9879000920Mr.Bhupendra 9879000920

Mr.Sarang 9099945929.Mr.Sarang 9099945929.
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OTHER PRODUCTS ON OFFER FROMOTHER PRODUCTS ON OFFER FROM

EQUIPMENTSEQUIPMENTS

   DIESEL FORKLIFTSDIESEL FORKLIFTS   : : 1.5T 1.5T to to 16T 16T capacitycapacity

   ELECTRIC FORKLIFTSELECTRIC FORKLIFTS   : : 1.5T 1.5T to to 3.5T 3.5T capacitycapacity

   WAREHOUSING EQUIPMENTSWAREHOUSING EQUIPMENTS   : P: Power ower pallet pallet truck truck up up to to 2T2T

: : Stackers Stackers up toup to1.5T & 1.5T & 6.5M lif6.5M liftt

: : Reach tReach truck up ruck up to 1.6T to 1.6T & 9.6M & 9.6M liftlift
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